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I 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY . 
H . M. BEER, M.D., Physician and Surgeon. 
Office, Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts. 
L. W. ELLIOT, l\1. D., Homeopathic Physi-
cia~ and Surgeon. 
Office and Residenct>, over Freeman's Store, 
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts. 
A . P . LETHERMAN, M. D. 
Office, North side of Main St., opposite front 
door of Court House, over Specht and Finney's 
Store. Residence, Cor. \Vasbington and Erie ~ts. 
Dr. LYMAN R. PALMER. 
Residence, 38 Calun'!et St. , opposite the High 
School building. 
A. W. VINCENT, M. D . 
Office, Cor. Main and Franklin Sts , Valparai-
so, Indiana. 
J. A. WALKER. 
Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry . In 
Cor . Store. 
\V. H . McCLURE, Watchmaker. 
Furmerly with the Elgin Watch Co. 
Valparaiso, Indiana. East ;,rain St. 
M. L. McCLELLAND, makes a specialty of 
Life, Fire, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance ., 
Representing only first class companies. 
"STUTTERI NG JlM," the funniest song pub· 
lisbed. Mr. Heritage ' s great character song. 
Regular price 40 cts. 3rd edition going fast. 
Address THE IDEAL Music Co., Valparaiso, 
I nd. Lock BoxY. 
MISS J ESSIE DRAGO, Fashionable Dress 
Maker. 
Over the Post Of-fice. 
MRs. N. B. FOSTER, Fashionable Milliner 
and Dress Maker. 
No. 8, S . Washington St., up stairs. 
MRs. TRUEDELL, Teacher of the French 
Language. Terms reasonable. S. E. Cor. Main 
and Locu t Sts., Valparaiso, Ind. 
A. PARKS. Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, 
CartTiclges, Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds fitted, 
Trunks repaired, Urnbrel]as repaired and cover-
eel new. East of the Post Office, up stairs . 
-
R . L. FELT00T. Liveryancl Feed. Good 
rigs, Low rates. Party wagon for Picnics etc. 
S. W . Cor. Main and ~iichigan Sts. 
BELL BROS . Livery Feed and Sale Stable. 
Good rigs al reasonal>le rates . Baled bay, straw, 
grain and ground feed, kept on hand for sale. 
East Main St. Opp. T. D. Louderback's Shop . 
L. W. BLOCH'S Steam Laundry. 
Should you want a nice clean shirt, give us a 
trial. 30 and 32 \V. Main St. 
J . T. MASSEY, Barber Shop. Ladies and 
Children's hair cutting. Shampooing. Razors 
put in order. Hot and Cold Baths for Ladies 
and Gentlemen. Give us a call. 
No. 6, West Main St. 
Students it will take you many terms to learn 
German, Latin and Greek on College Hill, but 
in 20 minutes you can learn all you need know 
concerning such goods as you may require, at the 
Chicago Store. Sign of the American Flag. 
THE SHELDON SERIES. THE BEST AND FRESHEST TEXT-BOOKS IN THE MARKET, 
Sheldon's l.UodeJ'n School R e ade l.'l' . 
[5 hooks.] Containing one-third more reading 
matter t han :my other 5-book series. 
Slteldon's AJ"itbmetlcs . Two BookR. 
The most attractive series ever issued. 
Sheldon's Alge br•as. 
'l'B.E ELK:MENTS OF A LGEBR.A . 
TRE COMP I.ETE .A.LGEBHA. I 
This is not a ~-book series of . ..Algebras, as the 
Complete and Elem~nt~:> of Aloebnt are the same, 
page for page as far as the Elementary goes. 
'1'hese algebras are simple and cJean cut, with 
fr esh and at tractive examples. 
Sbcld~tn's 'vord StudiCI!l . 
T his is the best and most useful pelling Book 
ever publ ished. 
Dr. Elroy lJI. A. v e ry's Pllytdc al S cience Se· 
rles . 
Patte rsnu's Advanced Grannuar and 
Rhetoric. 
Patte r s on's Ele ments o f GralU.Jnar and 
Composition, 
StodllaJ~il's Ne'v Intell ectual Aritlnuelic . 
This book has been >er.v carefully revi ed . ..All 
the attracti\·e features which made this t he most 
~~~~~:~a~~~~-lectual Arithmetic of its day have 
Ne w Series G e rman T ext-Books. 
By Prof. R. J. Schmitz. Elements nf the Ger-
man Lan11uage. - Fir t and tlccond Books now 
ready. The two parts will be bound together and 
also sold separately. ' 
D1•. D • .J. Hill's Rhetoric , L ogi c, and 
Psycllolo~y . 





ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. I 
B. F. PERRINE, 
Rulin~, Printin~, inding, 
\1 al paraiso1 11)dial)a. 
We Manufacture a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDE TS NOTE DOOKS, RE-
PORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For usc in scho<>ls. 
Manufacturing Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY I SCHOOLS is our specialty. Our 
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made. 
They are now imitated by many other manufacturers. To avoid this imitation, sec that each sheet 
of paper is water marked, "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JoURNAL, Lr:DGEtz, DAY 
BooK and CASH BooK, .Yz quire paper, pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents eac h. In leather and 
marble paper, board bindings, IZ.Yzcts, per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather back and 
marble paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, %3 and .Yz page Accounts in Ledgers, 
and indexed on edge, 16.)1 cents per quire . Same in cloth in place of marble paper, hut with 
leather corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of otes, Drafts, H.eceipts, Checks 
and other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are makin g engraved forms, gi vin g 
the appearance of lithographic work. These are li sted at Ss. oo per 100 books, 36 in a hook. Our 
Bills Payable and Receivable , Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents 
each. 
For Banking, we make,CASH BOOKS, COLLECTION REG ISTERS, 
TICKLERS, DISCOUNT BoOKS , LEDGERS, AND 1 TDIVIDUAL LED-
GERS. Also, Six-COLUMN JOURNALS, LUMBER BOOKS, and 
Special Rulings of any kind made to order. 
Full Gilt, Retail Price $1.25 each. 
•Stal)dard 12 Mos.• 
RETAIL PRICE $1.00 EACH. 
IN CLEARANCE 
To reduce our present stock preparatory to ent<•rln~ 
our new building. 
We offer any of the above 12 mos in good 
condition a t 25 c. each, or any of Crow-
ell's Red Line Poets a t 50 c. each . 
The wholesale prices of t'1ese books are, (as all deal-
ers know,} 28 and 55 cents respectively. 
Special prices will also be given on Teach-
ers Levant Bibles. 
B. F. PERRINE, Book Seller and Stationer, 
Valparaiso, Ind. 
2 THE STUDENT. 
~oo}ts full of Gife and '[bought~ 
'0/t:rttworth's Arit~rT(t:tics . 
Their motto is mastery, their methcd is learn to 
do by doing. 
~oDtgorpe r~'s ~rpe riGoD jz1isl::or~. · 
A panorama of the leading facts, their causes 
and their results. 
Sticknt:~'s F\t:odt:rs . 
Best in idea and plan, best in matter and make, 
best in interest and results. 
Clossics for Childrt:rt. 
Choice literature, judicious notes, large type , 
firm binding, low prices. 
stick rt £:~ I B w 0 r d b ~ vJ 0 r d .. 
An im proved spelling course in. two numbers. 
Conservative and original. 
lllementar~ ~essons in llDglisb. 
Bright, practical and interesting at every stage 
of the course. 
:f arbell's ~essons iD ~anguage. 
Expression through written forms made as natu-
ral as thought and speech. 
:fbe ~ew Mal::ioDal Mus iG Gourse, 
Studied by more pupils than all other regular 
courses togethf!r. 








To supply the increasing demand for stenog-
raphers, schools of shorthand and type writ-
ing have been established in various parts of 
the country, and, with few exceptions, all busi-
ness colleges now have a "department of short-
NEW PLATES, NEW MAPS, NUMEROUS hand." A number of systems are taught, but 
NEW ILLUSTRATIONS. 
R evised l.o accord wit/a tile latest tltat or B enn Pitmu:n is more gen. 
teachings or science. erally used than any otller in this 
Houston's ew Physical Geography is the reali-
zation of what a text-book on this subject should 
be. It is a book that will gladden the hearts of 
teachers and pupils. It is concise, comprehensive, 
up to the times, and in every respect an ideal 
text-book. 
.A. copy of the b oo1~ fm• eiiJam'ination tv'ill he sent 
by mail, :fJOSt-paid, on 1•eceipt of $1.25. 
For further information, please addre s 
Eldredge & J1ro.1 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
country, and may be called tlte 
~'.JI.merican Syst~nl."-Extract from tlu 
Rep01-t of the Commissioner of Education (Waslt-
ington, D. C.), for tlte year I887-88, page 927. 
For catalogue of shorthand publications by 
Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard, address 
The Phonographic Institute, 
CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT J 
THE A l;fERICAN PUBLISHERS OF SCHOOL LVl_ AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS_ 
NEW YOR~ICA~~NCINNATI BOOK CONIP ANY. 
THE AMERICAN EO~K COMPANY Publishes Exclusively School and College Text Eooks, ~'Iaps & Charts: 
including those so well known to the educational public as 
THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SERIES, 
APPLETONS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES, 
THE ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES, 
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERIES, 
HARPERS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES. 
Our immense list of popular school books offers opportunity for the selection of just such texts 
as will meet the requirements of any particular school or class. Te w books have recently been ad-
ded in a lmost every branch, and our list is a catalogue of all th at is best in sc hool book literature . 
No school board should adopt new books or arrange for supplies of books already in use without 
first corresponding with us for prices and terms. Correspondence from the We5t and orth-west 
may be addressed to our CHICAGO OFFICE, 258 -260 WABASH AVENUE, and will receive prompt 
attention. 
ffiHE---------
.A.DDREss~ l ..A..li.L:EJ:::R,IQ~:t'f 
:SOO::E: OOJ::v1:F ..A_])::r-y""" _ 258 and 260 Wabash Ave., 
CHICAGO. 
The Record Made in an honorable way and 
------- upon the basis of merit is, nat· 
urally, a source of pleasu re and pride. Hence we 
congratulate the author of Hyde's Practical 
Less ons in Engllsb upon the splendid record of 
the series. ln the West this fall the books have 
been introduced into such cities as Detroit, Mich.; 
St. Paul, Minn.; Janesville. Wis.; Sioux City, Iowa; 
Kearney, Neb.; Kansas City, Kan.; the entire state 
of Washington; Joliet, Ills. ; and in Indiana, in to 
Evansville, Bedford, New Harmony, RuRhville, 
Connersville, Cambridge City, Noblesville, Michi· 
gan City, and Into twenty or more counties. Cities 
and towns, in the Wellt alone, having a total popu-
lation of over 2,000,000 are now u ing the books. 
Jj'2r"We send FREE sample pages and an 
outline of work in Language for all grades of 
Primary, Intermediate and Grammar Schools. 
Write us for anything you seek. 
B. C. HEATH a Co., Vnblisbers. 
E. E. SMITH, 
Gen'l Western Agt. 
185 Wabash Ave., 
CHICAGO. 
VALP_ARAISO 
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. \Vayne & Chi-
cago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the 
--system known as--
·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.· 
It is thereby in direct communication with Chi -
cago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City 
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos, 
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, 1ansfield, 
Massillon, and Canton, U. 
On ex pre. strains Pullman Sleeping and Din -




Pili f .ADELPIIIt\, 
NEW VORK. 
For complete information regarding rates of 
fare and time of trains, apply to 
GEO. A. DODGE, 
Ticket Agent, Valparai. o, Ind., 
.JO EPH WOOD, E. A. FORD, 
General Manager, General Pas enger Agt., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 
4 THE STUDENT. 
CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY. 
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all 
points East and West. 
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that 
tickets read via above line, and secure comfort, speed and safety at low· 
~~-iiiiillllll est rates compatible with first class service. 
1.+ 7. * 23. $ 3. * 11. t 5. * LEAVE . ARRIVE. 4. * 6. * 12. t 24. $ 2. * 18. t 8. * 
A .M'. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.l'tf. P.M. 
8 40 10 40 115 :JOO 4 25 8 15 CHICAGO 7 30 8 05 9 45 1000 550 9 ao 
P.M. A.M. P.M. 
11 25 12 40 3 40 500 7 00 10 30 VALPARAISO 5 10 5 55 fl 45 7 05 340 500 7 21 
-- ---- --- ----- ------------ --
P.l\I. P.M. A.M. A.M. 
100 1 57 6 20 12 00 SOUTH BEND 3 3f) 4 2.1) 2 10 3 30 6 00 
3 45 3 50 8 15 2 30 BATTLE CREEK 12 50 1 50 11 50 100 4 10 
fi 37 5 05 !l 3U 4 00 LAN~HNG 11 30 12 33 10 30 10 02 3 00 
6 50 555 10 20 soa DURAND 10 30 1128 9 35 !l 48 214 
-- -- ---- --- ---- ----------
P.M. A.M. l'.M. A .M. A . J\1. 
+9 50 *7 45 DETROIT •8 ()() t~ 50 + 1100 
------------ ------------ --
P .M. A.M. P.M. A.Jif. 
t8 50 *7 15 SAGINAW *8 Of) t8 10 
-- -- -- --- --- --- · ---------- -- --
10 31 8 21 12 1H 7 35 PORT HURON 7 24 8 59 7 16 5 59 12 13 
P.M. A.M. A.M. P.l\1. P.l\f. A.M. A.M. A.M. 
3 10 7 30 4 10 NIAGARA l!'AL LS 2 45 1 15 7 30 
l:'.l\1. P.l\1. A.l\1. P.M. A.M. P .M. 
5 07 9 55 7 4U NEW YORK 800 10 ()() 600 
P.M. A.llf. A .M. ARRIVE. P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. 
9 2.5 6 00 9 50 • BOS1'0N 1 00 7 00 8 30 9 05 
*Daily. t Daily except Sunday . $Sunday only. 
Through Palace Sleeping cara between Chicago and New York-Trains 3, 5, 2, 6; Boston-Trains 3 and 4; Saginaw 
Valley-Trains 5 and 4; Detroit-Trains 4 and 5. Trains 7 and B run through solid between Chicago and New York. 
Dining Cars on Trains S, 7, 2, 6 rmd 8. 
F(lr time tables, tickets, and further Information, apply to J. McCREE, Agent, Vaiparnlso. 
GEO. B . REEVE, W. E. DAVIS, 
'.l'raffic :uauagcr. Gen. Pa8senget• and Tlcl•et Agt. 
NICI(g9ATE. 
TQeNewJork.Chicago~ St.1ouis R.R. 
The following is time corrected to June Ist , 1891. 
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Sta-
tion, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. & W. 
Ry. Station, Buffalo. 
GOING WEST. I TRAINS I)AILY 
--------~--------~---------
NO. 3. 1 Except Sunday. LOCAL. NO. 1. 
6 45 A. 1\f. 
844 
10 30 " 
11 10 " 
12 30 P. M. 
1 50 .. 
3 01 " 
3 43 " 
4 1!6 " 
5 51 .. 
12 00 )! . 
7 00 P . 111. 
9 45 
11 ou .. 
6 30 A. M . 
9 05 
10 19 " 
1 2\.J P.M. 
2 00 .. 
3 02 " 
3 33 .. 
3 53 " 
4 20 " 
5 02 .. 
5 37 •• 
· 5 57 .. 
6 21 " 
6 54 " 
8 10 .. 



















5 41) P.M. 
10 40 A. 1\f, 
7 50 " 
6 40 .. 
No. 4. 

















6 01) P. 111. 
3 58 .. 
2 20 •• 
1 17 .. 
12 30 " 
10 40 A.M. 
9 07 " 
8 15 " 
"j 13 ~· 
6 06 .. 
READ THIS SIDE UP. 
Through tickets to all poi&ts on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for an y 
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination. 
LEWIS WILLIAMS, B . F. HORNER, 
General Supt., General Passenger Agt. , 
CLEVELAND, OHIO, 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 5 
-.A. FULL LINE OF'---
~oikt~/~~ ~ ~u'L/0 ~1:-ug~ 
CAN BE FOUND AT 
' Sl\1ITH S, THE DRUGGIST. 
;71t:~ 
makes the best PHOTOGR1P//,· and CRAl·o .V 
PORTRAITS in all sizes and tyles at lowest price . 
~ Please call and examine o ur samples whether· wishing work 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~-------_.,""--J<::::::::) lone or not. No. 27 Untn u St., 
COLLEGE HILL, Valparal o, Ind. 
HALE ALLEN, 
--DEALER IN--
39 COLLEGE AVENUE, 
VALPARAISO , IND . , 
Books, Stationery and Students' Supplies of all kinds, also wholesale agent for 
--E. K. ISAACS' "IDEAL PENS."--
THE STUDENT 
is issued the first of each month at the 
N ortherl) 11)dial)a N oriJlal School, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 
--)o(--
::hl.[_ E_ BOG .A.RTE, EDITOR .AND PUELIS HER_ 
--)o(--





VA LP AI o, I IA TA 
6 THE STUD ENT. 













I WANT THE STUDENTS• TRADE, 
and to get it , keep in my stock of 
~cots and Sho€s 
several lines especially 
o--ADAFTED,--o 
for good wear and neat style, 
TO STUDENTS' NEEDS. 
J. F . TA L COTT, 
NO . 9 JVE T MAIN ST. 
Wh~n lJ OU go to g~t lJ OUr l ~tt~rs, 
drop in and see the beautiful new store of 
H E K EEP T H E FINE T AND FRESHEST 
STOCK OF 
CANDIES! TOBACCOS AND FRUITS 
-TO BE FOU ' D I. \"AI.P.\RAISO.-
-o-
2 Doors South of the P. 0., \Va hingtou St . 
SPECHT & FINN EY) 
= ,:, Ill ~ · 
ycg WO~~ ~~@~ ~~@ fo~®~{t ~0~@ ©f f&[[]<Sjf ~M 0~01(]~~ 
J©lf {t&o~©lfD!f]~ 9 ®~®If ~lr©M~~~ {t© ~~® ~o{t)t o 
-- T DENT RE REQ E TED T CALL TD EXA~IL 'E OC'R 'TOCK. - -
.... 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 7 
W • G. LE MEl{ MAN The oldest established and most 
c:::::l J reliable drug store in Valparaiso. 
DRUGG-Ir.:::::>T- Co••ner lUaln anti Wa~lllngtou ~ts. 
·~~-----G-0 TO----~ 
J. 1V, RYLESWORTH 
FOR T F.I:E 
W. L. Dou2la8 
FiNE s:t(oEs~~ 
W. G. WtNpLE, 
~tapla and ~anGy ~FoGoFias, 
Fine Lantps a ·nd Glassware. 
DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES 
A DCA DIES, ALWAY FRESH. 
hast 8boe Sto ye V{ MaiD 81:. Just the place to get ~ toothsoma lunch put up. 
N 0 _ 21 . s. E. Corue•·lllaln & Franldin StN. 
C.Sf~c"~'. S. ~,e,Vz;,cQ,, 
··Boots and Shoes,· 
.A"o. 7 East .Jrlltiu St., 
- NORTH Sl D E COURT HOUSE.-
1 buy ancl sell for ca:h. "1\fy goods come direct 
from manufacturers. I can offer you a larger 
a ·sortment and lower prices than most 
shoe stores In towns of this size . 
n(•pairlng a spc ·ialty. Fir. t class work 11t lowcHt pric('S 
o::====G U .\ Ui\ XTE IW.===== 
-- ONSIST!N(; OF--
New and Second Hand Books, Sta-
tion ery, Inks, Pens, T ablets, Blank 
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc. 
.r1 FULl~ LINE VI•' STUJ)JIJ .Y1'.'J' UPPLIE!; 
Orders for Books and anything k ·pt in our line 
promptly fil!t:d by 
'l'lll~ LH~H'J'(J;\P <:OlliPi\NY, 
56 Cnlh•ge ,\ v e ., oppu~lll' Collcgl' Building-, 
Vala•at•;~hm . Ind. 
MUDGE~B GAlilcERY, 1 'A. ~. ·Heineman, tho <Druggist, 
OF V.\l.l'ARA!SO, 
is known for miles around , as produc-
in g the highest grade of Photograph-
ic Art. 
CARE FU L AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT 
MODERATE PRICES. 
DR. H. N . RENNER, 
DENTIST, 
\ ' \LP.\1!.\J::;o, 
• LE 
l'l:OI'liH.Tolt Ut' 
Lit·ery, no((rll and cde tables, 
LAFAYETTE ST., OPP. CENTRAL HOUS£ 1 
VALPARAISO , IND . 
- OOOT> RIG:. .LT llE. LSV., '. IJJLE Il . LTE • . -
-FOE. -
A Gor'TJplel:e G.lne o~ Arl:lsf::s' Mal:erlols 
Jto' () 4 W . l S JII.VGTO. ;:,'1:., V. IJ.L•.flf.ll8V 
'M. 1\. 8alisbur~, 
-JJKAI.KH IN-
BOOK. , S'I'ATIONERY, P.RRJOnJC,\ LS, 
AND lUU . WAL .iUEllCIJA DISE. 
VALPARAISO, INDIANA. 
I-I. PAGELS, 
the well known cutter, ha started a new T ni lor 
Shop on :\funroc Street, second house in 
--the Vineyard.--
! 1·£ •L i . lHl \ "' 1·i · ' =--'· 
DENTISTS_ 
8 THE STUDENT. 
"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type -writing. 
A sten ographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek schol-
ar."-CHARLES READE, on "The Coming Man." 
I)evelopme11t of tJte 
'W"riting Machine is the 
RBmington $tandard TypBwritBr. 
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter i, 
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \V. K. Jenne, the superintend-
ent of the Remington factory. 
- The W. S. & D. PARAGON RID»OHS 're warr~nted to give s~tisf~ction.-
... ...... .. ....... - .... , .. ...... ~,~ .. , w, .. ._.,~\..;;\..,f'" ,.I""., , .... .... ,~~\ .- ;\ .,t'' , / '"\..1 
WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT, 
175 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO. 
School Supplies. 
CITY TE AHERS , OR COUNTRY TEACHERS WHO MAY NEED APPARATUS 
OF ANY KIND, SUCH AS 
~)f1V\.aJ:>s, Globes, Gharts, Rindergarten 8u1Jplies,K~ 
or anything else in the line of school supplies or 
Information Concerning Anything Connected with the same, 
will save money and time by addressing 
Tne ChioaJo Book and School SuppiJ Co., 
814 CLARK STREEr.r 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
YOUR LETTERS WILL RECEIV~ lMMEPIATE ATIENTIO~ , 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 9 
1\lort~~rn Indiana 1\lorrr.al Sohool 
-AND --
:S U"SI]):f .ESS IJ::'fSTITuT .EJ? 
VALPARAISO, INDIANA, 
Has just clo;ed the most prosperous year thus far in its history. It 
The prospects for the futnre were never so flattering. Educators, and those desiring to attend 
school are becoming more and more convinced that the school does precisely what it promises 
to do, and that a thorough practical education can be acquired here for less money 
than at any other place in the land . This is now the 
~~{F~@~~ [Nl@!fffl~~ ~(£~@@~ Olfu ~~@ lVJ ~0~@~ ~~&~®~o 
$7 5.000 WILL BE EXPENDED 
in buildings and improvements. Among these will be a Chapel Hall that will scat at le-ast 2, 
000 people; a room especially arranged for the work in Natural Science ; the laboratory 
in arrangement and equipment will be one of the most complete found at any institution; a room 
for the department of Pharmacy; a room for applied Mathematics ; a room twice as large 
as the present,for the Library; a room for Phonography and Typewriting. This depart-
ment is in charge of Actual Court R eporters, hence offer advantages not found at many schools. 
The Actual Business department of the Commercial department has been increa ed by a 
room 30:-.:90 ft, and supplied with a complete set of offices,maki ng three sets in all, the most exten-
sive line of offices ever attempted by any Business College. 
The Music Hall ha - been greatly enlarged and refurnished. The advan tages here for the 
tudy of music are not surpa . . eel l>y any Conservatory even in the large cities. Besides th is 
the ex pen e here is not one third ·o great. 
These with many other improvements will be made during the summer and autumn. W e are 
determined to give the very best possible advantages at the lowest rates. 
Tuition, 8 per term. Cooll board and well furnished room, 1. 70 to 1.90 per week. The 
accommodations at these low rates are so satisfactory that the large maj rity of th o e who alt<.:nd 
avail them ·ch·e of the advantages thus offered . Catalogues and circurars giving full particular~ 
mai1ed frte. .\ 1ldress 
I-I. . BI 
. P. l{:IA. 
CALENDAR: Fall Term opened Sept. 1 , 1891. First W inter Term, Nov. 10 . 
Second Winter Term, J anuary 19, 1892. Spring T erm, ~ar~h ~~· I:Jummer or R e 
v·ew T erm Ju.tle 7 , 
IO THE STUDENT. 
General Grant's Memoirs--OriJinal ~7 .oo edition for BO cents. 
No book, excepting the Bible, has ever had such a sale in the United States as General Grant's 
Memoirs. 65o,ooo copies have already gone into the homes oE the rich, but the subscription pric~ 
of $7 .oo has placed it beyond the reach of people in moderate circumstances. .If 65o,ooo people 
lwve been 'willing to pay $7.00 .for Grant's !1./emoirs, thae must be a couplet'./ million people in the 
United States zoho want tlum, and will jump at the opportunity to buy them at the low figure here 
offered. 
'vVe wi ll send you General Grant's 1emoirs, publisher's original edition, bes~ paper, cloth, green 
and gold binding, hitherto sold by subscription at 7 .oo, 
and absolutely a proposition such as has never been made in the history of book pu!J!ishing. The 
two splendid volumes of Grant's Memoirs, of which 65o,oo copies have been already sold-not a 
cheap ed ition, hut the best-for 30 cents; provided you end your subscription to THE ·TlfDE)IT 
f vr one year, and also a subscription of , J.Oo for the Co ·z.tol'OUTAK 1\lAGi\ZINE, the brightc t and 
cheapest of the great illustrated m nthlies, itself equal to the best 4.00 magazine. 
The COSl\IOPOl.ITA?\ is enabled to make this offer because of tit<' purchase of 6oo,ooo ~~olumes a/ 
a prite Phidt I'Vt•n p ublishers would deem impossilile, and with the idea of rlfllning up its t'irculatio:t 
t .J half a million copies . By con tract with the Co 'MOPOI.ITAN we are nahlecl to offer our readers 
a share in the low price ( btaine I through the largest purchase of books eYer made in the hi ·tory of 
the world. 
1£, ho\\'evcr, you have Grant':; books, the 'osl\tOI'dl.IT.\:>:'s offer will permit you to take ins!~ad, 
Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, 2 vol ., sold by uhscription for "s.oo 
Gen. Sheridan' s Me~oirs, 2 vols. old by suhscriptivn for 6 oo 
Gen. McClellan's Memoirs, sold by suuscription for ....... ~3·75 
All of the e are bound in cloth green and gold, in uniform style with Grant's .:-.lemoir -. 
The OSl\IOI'OI.ITA ' and STt' DEl\T arc sent pn · tagc prepaid but the po tage on the books, at ;:1e 
rate of)~ cent per ounce, must be remitted \\ilh the nnler: Gen. Grant' .:-.Iemoi r ·, 96 oz.-~' 
cent· Gen. Sheridan ' 1\femoirs, 92 oz.-...j.6 cent·; Gen. Sherman' · J.\Iemoir·, 4 uz .-...j.2 cent · ; 
Gen . l\1cClellan's !\lemoir- 48 oz.-24 cent, or the hooks can be enl by expre.s at the c. p-.!be 
of the ubscribc r. 
end u at on e ,..3 .00 for r ar'- :ub cription to the "o,-~IOPOLITA.', I.oo 
for yar's ubs riptiontoTHE T DENT,an(Lt.o entsfora ctof.Jiemoir 4.40 
in all-to which add po tage n the particular et of 1\Iemoir~ elected. 
If you are not acquainted with THE CO,' ?.H POLITAX end a p stal anl to the 
publi her Iadi on quare, w Y rk ity for a ·ampl opy. 
Address 
1 HE 'T'CDE .. r 
Valparaiso, Ind. 
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MONEY AND MORALS. II. 
A n address delivered by CoL. HENRI WATTERSON before the Scientific Class of '91, Aug. 12, 189 1. 
T HIS brings me back to what I was 
saying a while ago about Canada 
and Mexico; or rather about some of 
our late friends who have found these 
countries so attractive that they have 
gone to pay them an indefinite visit. 
Do you know that for many of those 
men I have a sympathy which I cannot 
repress and which I would not repress 
if I could ? I do not believe that every 
man who has come short of his accounts 
is necessarily a scoundrel. I do not be-
lieve that every refugee must needs be 
a thief at heart. I believe on the con-
trary, that if the truth could be got at, 
it would be found that in many cases 
there was a purpose, an effort even down 
to the very hour of flight, to repair the 
wrong done in moments of sanguine ex-
pect::ttion, in the moments of deception 
or reckless despair. In cases of official 
delinquencies, how often they spring 
from the neglect of the official to keep 
his public a-sd private accounts separate 
and distinct. Of a sudden he discovers 
a shortage. He promises to make it 
good; a year passes; then he takes a 
risk. This fails of course. Then he 
makes a fatal plung and down he goes 
in the vortex. These are ordinary cases 
which we meet in every day life. 
The gambling mania seems to be uni-
versal, and the gambler never expects 
to lose. There is always before his 
_mind's eye the mirage of that capital 
prize in the lottery of life. Among 
those who have habitually played 
for money it is observed they laugh 
when they win, and swear when they 
lose. Certain it is they must do one 
thing or the other. One would suppose 
such a person would be more stoical. 
It is not so. Each sitting is to them as 
if it were their last. I have known a 
man who plays deliberately to lose; he 
is correspondingly angry when he fails 
to win. It is a mistake that any man 
makes who lays his hand on a dollar 
that he cannot honestly call his own. I 
know something about that myself. When 
I was a boy I got a lesson in that direc-
tion which has lasted me a life time. I 
was elected by my school mates one of 
the editors of the periodical of our lit-
erary society and was subsequently re-
elected term after term until the entire 
management of that paper came into my 
hands. I was editor and managing eel!-
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tor, secretary and treasurer. Well,one and the matter was hushed up, but not, 
day it happened,-it was just at the mo- however, without the earnest protest of 
ment when I was required to bring in two members of the board, who said 
my official report- it always happens so they thought it was not right; that it 
-I found I lacked four dollars and fif- was compounding a felony; that it was 
ty cents money enough to balance my not fair to turn such a scamp loose upon 
books . I must get that money some- the unconscious community. Howev-
how or falsify those books. Well, I er, their moral susceptibilities yielded to 
did not have the money ; I had spent entreaty, the money was raised, the 
it, and what was the worst I had over- notes paid, and there the matter ended. 
drawn my own private account. I was Six months later one of these protesting 
simply aghast. I lay the whole night in mortals fled to Mexico and left behind 
alternating anguish and speculations. I him one hundred and fifty thousand 
arose in the morning haggard but reso- dollars duplicate warehouse receipts, 
lute. I went directly to the guardian forged paper, and raised checks. His 
angel who had charge of my financial s~rviving partner in morality was shock-
affairs and made a clean breast of it. eel beyond description, and went about 
''\Vhat is the amount of this defalca- wringing his hands and denouncing the 
tion", said he. "Four dollars and fifty villainy right and left. Six months later 
cents", I gasped. I shall never forget this gentleman's turn came around. He 
it. I can see at this moment the queer, fled to Canada and left behind half a 
quizzical expression that came over his million dollars raised on bogus security. 
kindly, homely, weather beaten face as Now, what do you suppose came to 
he handed me a check. He said, "l;'here, pass? Why, the original sinner, the man 
my boy, is five dollars. It is an ugly who had been saved from ruin by 
piece of business. Don't allow it to the silence of the bank and the gener-
happen again." And it never has. osity of his friends, actually served as 
Among those who thus seek to lay foreman of the grand jury that ir~dicted 
their hands on the goods of another in the other two. That sounds like a fa-
disguise, it seems to me, the worst is ble but I knew all the parties .well. 
the man who is the boasted pillar of the "Hypocrisy, "the witty Frenchman says, 
church · who masquerades as a model "is that homage that vice pays to vir-
of commercial integrity. He not only tue." It is also the mask by which pre-
robs those who trusted him, believed in tended virtue oft seeks fame . \Ve find 
him, but he commits a great moral it everywhere in society et up by the 
crime. The shock he inflicts on our wealthy few representing the othe'rs in 
faith in human nature is hypocrisy and . propriety, and setting themselves up as 
villainy. I recall a very curious episode a model for their neighbors. 
that happened a board of directors in a ·which of us has not had hi fingers 
bank in one of our great cities a few burned by corner lot bought in cities 
years ago. A particular member had which never exi ted, and found no relief 
duplicated warehouse receipts in a con- in watered stocks no matter how coldly 
siderable amount, and borrowed of the applied to the wound. \ hich of u a 
bank on this collateral. His friends an act of great friendly favor, ha not 
raised th~ money and paid tp~ rwte~ pe~q adrpitt~d to the ~round floor of 
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financial devices and been ruined? Haz- things are open to all men, these things 
litt tells us that the only honest hypo- in time can settle themselves j left to 
crites are the play actors who are in the the operations of our electoral repre-
robes of the king to-day and the rags sentative machinery, there can never be 
of the beggar to-mor.row. There is a hy- any general motive for again resorting 
pocrisy that is so deep that it goes to combustible agency or revolutionary 
maundering through the world mistak- explosives. We are not fenced by any 
ing itself for virtue and never finding feudal bonds the bursting of which means 
itself out. Then there is a hypocrisy blood and terror. \Ve are not the slaves 
that proceeds from cowardice rather of any artificial convictions which, grow-
than from virtue. How many a man ing obsolete, can only be abolished by 
has lied to save appearances. . Every dynamite in the hands of anarchy. The 
age has its idiosyncrasies. Every coun- poorest babe that steals timidly into the 
try has its virtues and its vices, its crown world by the back door has the same 
of glory and its crown of thorns. Find chance of becoming president of the 
out a · nation's sorrow and you shall United States that the richest has. 
know that nation's danger. That is a Now, it may be that there is some one 
question which should interest us un- here to-night who is disposed to ask me 
ceasingly. Never mind about Europe, whether I do not think that th e greatest 
Asia and Africa. What is the matter evil that threatens the country is the 
with America? tariff? ·well, my fri ends, that old sinner 
Is it the failure of our municipal au- has been si nning a long time. He is a 
thorities to bring efficient. and honest mighty tough citizen into the bargain. 
government to our great cities ? That is He has grown enormously rich and 
certainly a great menace to our centres proud and works a great revival and 
of population, but I hardly think that makes himself mighty active and agree-
it is broad enough and deep enough to able, particularly about election time j 
cause national ruin. Is it the race is very positive and conceiteu at all 
question at the South ? That, too, is a times j knows more than is given to any-
great menace everywhere to the people body to know because half what he 
who live there. It is a problem the so- knows is not true, and the other hal£ is 
lution of which the wisest have not been past and forgotten. But I do not de-
able to compass and the end of which spair. I Ie has had a good deal of fat 
the most sagacious mind cannot see. fried out of him lately and he ain't ncar-
For my own part I know so much about ly so stout a he was. Now, I am afraid 
it that I long ago ceased to have any of no one single issue at this time be-
theory at all. Indeed I have been tween the people which keep to the right 
thrown back at last upon the simple and and left in party lines. There has nev-
sublime faith in God who can raise up er been a moment in the history of this 
as well as ca t down, and who doeth all country when there was less to be fear -
things well. ed from discussion among the profes-
Is it the labor que tion? the social sional politician , and when they speak -
question? the question of free and fair ing in a philosophi al and oratorical 
elections? I think not. In so great a spirit, it seems to me, attempt to keep 
democratic Republic as ours where all up division in our parties, because we; 
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have four or five now they tell me, it 
makes up the sum of what I call mighty 
small politics. 
The issues that divide us to-day are 
trifl es, light as air, by comparison with 
the difficulties and dangers that we had 
to face thirty years ago during times 
that indeed tried men's souls. I have 
in my own day seen the Federal Union 
survive an irrepressible conflict sown in 
the blood and marrow of social order. 
I have seen the Federal Union, not too 
strongly put together in the first place, 
come out of a great war of sections 
stronger than wh~n it went into it. Sixty 
millions of God fearing men and women, 
thoroughly homogeneous and reconcil-
ed. 
I have seen the constitution of the 
United States strained, not merely 
in a reconstructory ordeal or a presi-
dential impeachment, but in a dispute of 
the count of the electoral vote and con-
propriations, frugal in our expenditures 
and otherwise careful of the people's 
money. Let us examine well the mat-
ter of new legislation. The parties are 
too evenly divided, too evenly balanc-
ed, and the questions that divide them 
too petty and local to be expedient or 
to raise in the mind of any thoughtful 
man the apprehension that the country 
is going to smash if such and such an 
Act of Congress is passed, or if such and 
such another Act of Congress is not 
passed. Undoubtedly th e danger that 
threatens us is the danger raised direct-
ly from the relation of money to the 
moral nature of the people. \Ve have 
no great aristocratic ti ties or patents of 
foreign nobility, and the money standard 
naturally becomes the simplest and read-
iest of all standards. "Put money in 
thy purse" seems to have become a na-
tional motto. This would not be so apt 
if limited to commercial affairs, but we 
gressional dead lock of a majority of find it everywhere, from the ten-thou-
the constitutional tribunal, and yet sand-dollar-a -year pulpit to the hundred-
stand firm as a rock, as the hearts of thousand-dollar-:::ienator of the United 
the people themselves, yielding itself to States. 
the flexible needs of the country. Fi- I remember some doggerel verses 
nally I saw the. gigantic fabric of the that went the rounds of the newspapers 
Federal government transferred from when I was a boy and which made a 
hands that held it for a quarte r of a lasting impre sion. I can still recollect 
century to other hands without so much some few of them. 
as a bloody nose, after a fight that had "As with cautious steps we tread our way through 
been so close that a single vote might This intricate world as other folks do; 
have changed the result. 
A man who has seen all these things 
and who has borne his part in the aw-
ful re pon ibilities of the country i not 
May each on his journey be able to view 
The benevolent face of a dollar or two. 
The go pel is preached for a dollar or two; 
Salvation is reached for a dollar or two; 
going to lo e much sleep about what is You can sin sometime , but the wor t of all crime 
I to find yourself short of a dollar or two. going on in \Vashington, or make him-
self very unhappy becau e the tariff has But how true it wa , and how ready we 
been raised, or the duty on fruit has are to forget the sins of the rich and to 
just been changed from forty to forty- forget how they got their money; to 
two per cent. stick our feet under their mahogany, to 
Let llS by all means be honest in our ap- qrink of th~ir wtny. \ hat q struggle 
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it is in the great centers, all money, 
money, nothing but money. 
When Louis Agassiz was offered one 
hundred thousand dollars for a hundred 
lectures, he turned away from the tempt-
er. "\Vhat time have I to waste on 
money making." People thought he was 
crazy. I would to God we had an Ag-
are held in the churches and on Sun-
days. The greatest of the modern 
Swiss statesmen, a man who had served 
many times as president of the Swiss 
Republic died a few years ago in a din-
gy little apartment. 
\Ve are the most happily situated of 
any people on the earth. \Ve have the 
assiz or two in every community through most perfect system of government ever 
this land. But the honorable objection devised by wit of man, a system so per-
seems to have become one of the lost feet it is su re to draw to itself all the 
arts. Fame without money is love sec-
ond hand. The geniuses of the country 
are no longer engaged in works of pa-
triotic duty, in works of humble piety. 
They are engaged in building, in con-
struction, in developing, in money 
making. The young fellow with a head 
on his shoulders, a heart in his bosom, 
turns away from the rewards of public 
life to that which is cash in hancl. 
He says, "I cannot afford to take five 
thousand dollars a year when I can make 
five and twenty thou san<l dollars. I 
will make my fortune first and then if I 
am not too old I will buy me a seat in 
the Senate of the United States." 
nations of the earth . \Ve have nothing 
to fear from without, not even Italy, 
and from within, but two great moral 
dangers. One of them is lu st for mon-
ey, and the other the de\·elopment of a 
party spirit. I gave them names a few 
years ago which stuck to them. I call-
ed one of then~ the Money De\'il. This 
money de\·il is a lion right across the 
national highway, standing just at the 
forks uf tl1e road; one of them leads up 
the steep incline of national fame and 
glo ry; the other leads down through 
plutocracy. It is opening its vicious 
jaws and licking its bloody lips to swal-
low up all that is noble in national life. 
Believe me, there is more happine s It costs a million dollars to set a Presi-
to be got out of a mind of honor, out dent in the field; a hundred thousand 
of a mind of \'irtue than can be extract- dollars is spent for a contest in the Sen-
ed out of millions of money. I clo not ate of the United Stales. J [ow lnng 
mean you are to understand me that the shall this be true of men who run for 
poorest are the happiest, and yet by a public offices? and the Presidential 
curious paradox it is certainly true that chair itself not a mere commodity to be 
the people who are relati\·ely poorest auctioned off to the highest bidder. Be-
on earth are the proudest and happiest. \Vare of the money devil. Beware of 
I mean the people of witzerlancl. In the man who puts his condu t above his 
that country we find the ideal Jefferson - conscience, his party above his coun -
ian Democracy. The go\·ernment i:-, try. I don't mean or are to argue that 
frugal and simple. The officials are it is ne e ·sary that a man shall sacrifice 
paid poorly. The President of the any private duty to be tnt~.: to hi'i coun-
wiss Republic receives lc s than a thou- try, or prevent any ititcn of the l ·nit-
sand dollars a year. Elections are held ed 'tates to be true to hi.., cons ience. 
annually, so there is no motive and op- Let every man entertain his onviction 
portunity for corruption. In fact they and leave his neighbor alone. Let him 
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· not think more of himself, or of his people of New England I would say to 
neighbor less because that neighbor de- them : Don't imagine because you hav:e 
cides to go the same roau after the same struck these rocks with the rod of genius 
thing. and vi;rtue, and have made them to bios-
Let us turn a,way from the darkest som like the rose, do not imagine that 
side of the page to the brighter and there is no other genius, no other virtues 
·blessed legend, "Do thou unto others in the world. Go down South and bathe 
as thou wouldst that they should do un- in the sunshine you shall find there 
to you." Believe me, therein is to be and take a few lessons from the old time 
found the whole sum of human happi- planters' simplicity and honor and truth. 
ness. You will feel better for doing so; you 
Of all the great speeches that Shake- will be better for doing so. And if I 
speare has put into the mouths of his were delivering a sermon to these same 
heroes, it seems to me that the most planters of the South, I would say to 
wisdom and comfort are to be found in them : "Gentlemen, all this clinging to 
the words addressed by Wolsey to the fancied superiority and social suprem-
one lone follower who survives. acy and patrimony is sheer prejudice 
••Cromwell, I charge thee, fling away ambition: and folly. These Yankees are just as 
By that sin fell the angels ; ht.!w can man, then, good as you are and in many things 
The im age of his Maker, hope to win by it? they know better how to get on in the 
Love thyself last; cherish those hearts that hate 
thee: world. Send your boys up there and 
Corruption wins not more than honesty. let them learn how to work for a living 
Still in thy right hand carry gentle peace, - in many cases it will be but a visit to 
T o silence envious tongues; be just,and fear not: the homes of their forefathers, for many 
Let all the ends thou aim'st at be thy country's, of the proudest families in the South 
Thy God's, and truth' s: then if thou falrst, 0, trace back their ancestors to the blue 
Cromwell, 
Thou fall ' st a blessed martyr." laws of the Pilgrim fathers. And thus 
There is an epitome for all the world, would I bring the good in one section 
by one who treaded all the shoals and face to face with the good that is in the 
depths in preference to virtues, only to other section, instructing both in the 
find, when it was too late, how weak are truth that we are the most homogeneous 
strength and pride, and how poor the people on the face of the globe, differ-
power of money. Believe me, the states- ing only in personal, local and external 
manship which is to lead up the heights characteristics. And thus I would hope 
of national fame and glory must trust to rebuild our great Republic and plant 
itself more to the moral nature of the it anew on the firm foundation of rna-
people. rality and manhood, the only genuine 
If I were deliv~rin~ a sermon to the sour~~ <Jf ~ peopl~'s ~o:rth. 
GROGAN'S DISAPPOINTMENT. 
HuN. MARK L. DE-;\foTTE. 
A FE\V days before The Delight, as 
Grogan was returning from a ride 
of twenty miles down the Coon Valley, 
he saw a couple on ho rseback riding 
down the mountain. They entered the 
main road a short distance behind him 
and galloped off in the direction from 
which ·he had come. A glance satisfied 
him that one of the riders was mounted 
on Amy's horse ; another, that it was 
Amy, and that his companion was a tall, 
fine-looking young woman, with a mass 
of black hair Ooating over her shoulders, 
mounted on a spirited white horse on 
which she sat with grace and ease. 
"\Veil, I'll declar," he said to himself, 
"a keepin' company with the gals ; 
sich a lady-like gal, too. The leetle 
rascal. vV onder who she kin be. No 
folks 'round yer; too much quality. 
\Vutn't she purty though? Hit beats me. 
l\Iebbe he'll be wantin' to marr-y some 
uv these days. Him marr-y ! " He 
laughed aloud. "Hit'll be a long time 
Hit wuzn't Puss Lewis nuther. She's 
tall enough, but her har ain't . black, an 
she hain't no sich riggin' as that gal hed . 
To tell you the truth, Marthy, that young 
woman was jist, ah, jist gorguous; who 
kin hit be?" 
There was some embarra sment on the 
face of his wife. 
"You ain't ashamed to tell me, air 
you l\Iarthy? You don't mean to 'sinu-
ate that he's a keepin' company with 
trash?" 
''l expect it was Bettie Bramlett,'' 
she replied. 
"Jeemses rivers!" said Crogan an-
grily. ''J\. (; rogan riding alongside uv 
a Bramlett! -\'ou don't lllcan to say that, 
do you Marthy ?" 
"She was at school three years in the 
same town with Amy." 
"Tbat couldn't make frien's u v the 
Groganscs an' the Bramlctts. What 
makes you spect hit, Marthy ?" 
"He has visited her several times 
afore that." since he ame home." 
The sight had pleased him, and he ".\n ' we'n you fust found hit out you 
rode the remaining five miles to ''fhe tole him immegit hit wouldn't do?" 
Bowl recalling it, and wondering who She made no reply. 
the woman was and how ~\my got ''\'oumarr-icdthcnamcu,· (;rog-an," 
acquainted with her. he continued, "an up to the present 
"::\Iarthy '' he said on arnvmg at minit ) ou've stood by it as if you'd been 
home, "whar d' you s pose I ·eed the born'd in it. Hit ain't po~sible that 
boy? Hit beats all," he continued, you're guin' to quile down afore them 
laughing heartily. 'lie wu...: ridin' Hramletts; you're goin' to come clown 
'longsiclc uv a gal; a stavin' purty one flat footed an' say he shan't do it?'' 
too. 1\·e been tryin' to figger out who "he was '>till silent. 
it wuz, but I can't. Hit wuzn't none uv ''\\"ell I'll take it in hand myself an' 
the im e , fur I know 'em all. Hit it'll stop." 
wuzn't a :\Iattick , fur they re short gals. \\'hen Amy returned his father pro-
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· ceede<J to give him a history of the feud 
between the Grogans and the Bramletts, 
and aJded, "To my way a-thinkin' no 
Grogan with the sperrit uv a mouse will 
'sociate with a Bramlett." 
The young man defended his love 
·and his sweetheart with a manly elo-
quence that astonished the father. 
member at the jedgement day. I'll do 
it right afore the gal. I'll war out a 
whole thicket uv sprouts on him, an' 
make him git down on his knees to beg." 
His wife remonstrated with tears. 
"Never you mind, Marthy. I'll hurt 
nothin' ceptin' his skin, but thar won't 
be a piece uv that as big as two bit as 
''Them's fine languages I know," he won't hev a welt on it." 
rejoined when Amy had concluded,' 'but About sundown Grogan returned with 
a Bramlett's a Bramlett all the same. I his arm in a sling and his clothes be-
haint never been hash with you an' spattered with blood. In answer to his 
don't never want to be; but I tell you wife's anxious queries he replied : 
plain, hit must stop. Act the man with ''I went a huntin' a boy with a hoor-: 
the gal. Go see her wunst more; mind, I found a man with a pistol. That man, 
wunst more. Tell her hit's stopped; Marthy Grogan, was Amos Grogan, Jr., 
an' never you go near her agin." our son and arr. I found him with the 
On the morning of the third day, af- woman uv his chice by his side, an' 
ter Amy had received the commands of thar hain't a better lookin', higher sper-
his father, he rode off in the direction rited couple in all the State uv Kain-
of Bramlett's. At noon of the same tucky. I'm proud uv 'em." 
day one of the farm-hands brought a The Delight was three days afterward. 
note for Grogan, which he said had A much larger crowd than usual attend-
been given him by a strange man. Mrs. ed. Grogan stood at the "bar'l uv 
Grogan read it to him. It ran thus: peach" and warmed by frequent health 
DEAR FATHER: I came to see Miss Bramlett drinkings, told the story of his pursuit 
as you directed. I am with her now. I have after the runaway pair. 
told her all you said to me, and we have careful· ''This is a in far as well as a Delight, 
ly considered it. We are both of one mind as to you see. Thar's the bride an' groom. 
what we should do. We are not ashamed of it, 
Thar's sperrit an' beauty jined together. 
and therefore do not conceal it. We go to 1iss 
Bramlett's aunt's at Greytown, where we will be You're all a wonderin, how my son come 
married. Your son, to marr-y a Bramlett. I don't blame 
AMos GROGAN, JR. you. I tried to stop it, you know. Sich 
"The-good-Godelmighty!" said sperrit as they've both got won't be 
Grogan as his wife pronounced the last stopped. You see wen I fu~t 'yerd he 
words. "Marr-y her! marr-y aBram- wuz a keepin' company with her, I wuz 
lett!" he continued at the top of his awful mad. I tole him it had to stop 
voice, striding about the room. "He immegit. I sent him to her to tell her 
shan't do it. I'll faller 'em to the eend he'd never go with her agin. He goes 
uv the world. Git the bosses, men. begiently an' sees her. Instid uv tellin' 
Saddle the two bays and the yaller mar, wat I tole him, he popped the que tion 
an' both uv you git your pistols. Ef he (l,n' writ me he wuz goin' to marr-y her 
don't keer nuthin' for his pap, he shan't that day. I jist swore he should'nt. A 
disgrace him. I'll ketch em, an' wen I couple uv th~ 4'lq's an' Ille o~ Ol-\t to 
do, l'll ~iv~ him a w4qorpin' he'll re- }\etch 'em,'~ 
GROGAN'S DISAPPOINTMENT. 
"We found ther bosses hitched up 'yer seed 'em afore, an' thar eyes wuz a flash-
at Hopewell. The par wuz in the tav- in'. 
ern. Wen I wuz askin' the landlord "Hit jist knocked me all uv a heap. 
whar theywuz, I 'yerd three pistol shots, I looked into his eye, then into the pistol 
one right arter the other, an' Ed. an' bar'l, an' back and for'rard that a way 
Jess Bramlett come a runnin' lickety a minit. I seed business in both of 'em, 
split through the passage. sho's you'r bawn. So I says, •Hit's 
"I wuz mad'ern ever wen I seed the your pap, Amy.' He spoke ri gh t up, 
Bramletts, so I says ef hit's the Bram- and says he 'ef my pap comes friendly, 
letts as wants to fight 'yer I am, an' I he don't need no pistol.' 'J es so,' says 
drawed an' cocked my navy." I, an' I let's down the cock an' puts her 
" •Hit ain't the Bramletts though,' in my belt.' 
says a feller who come a rush in' out ar- " 'Th is is Miss Bramlett says he, a tak-
ter 'em. 'They've got ther bellyful uv in' her by the han', '1 'spect you've 
it. Hit's the young man as is doin' come to see her.' He'd all us seemed a 
the shootin' an' he's hit both the Bram- leetle boy to me afore. All to wunst I 
letts. He's got a gal with him an' he's seed he wuz a man, a man uv sperrit. 
fightin' fur her.' 'I come,' I says, 'to see my son an' arr,' 
" '\Vat young man, says I? ' 'Young puttin' my arms 'round him, 'an' I'm 
Grogan, from The Bowl,down yer,' says proud uv him, an' the woman uv his 
he, 'an' he's a thoroughbred, I tell you.' chice.' Then I put my arms 'round her, 
"I wuz tuck back a leetle. You see, an' says I, •Sis, are you marr-ied?' •No,' 
our son an' arr, the onliest one uv' leven, says she, 'but we would hev been cf they 
you know, wuz weakly like, an' bed a hedn't tried to pervent us.' •Who's a 
terble scrabble to live at all, an' I own perventin ?'says I. 'My folks,' says she, 
up I'd miscaclated on him. I was blaz- •Kin they do it?' says I. 'No,' says 
in' mad an' didn't stop to think much, she, a st rai ghtenin' up. 'Not ef his 
so I started clown the passage to whar caltcrges holds out.' 
the shootin' wuz. One uv the fellers I " •Bless yonr purty eyes,' says I, 
hed along with me wuz fool -hardy like, 'Marthy an' me has ten gals, but we 
an' wuz a leetle ahead uv me. The pas- want another'n an' that othern's you. 
sage wuz kind uv dark an' wen we wuz Come right along hildren to The Bowl 
about the middle uv it somebody said, an' be marr-ied at The Delight.' 
'stop thar,' an' then shot. The bullet " •Thank you, father', says she, an' 
grazed the feller's neck an' hit me in the hit sounded mighty good uv her to call 
arm thar. I s'posed hit wuz a Bramlett me sich. '\ e tole 'em we wuz agoin' 
as shot an' I biled right ove r, an' says to my aunt's to be marr-ied, an' we're 
I, 'I'll hev Bramlett blood fur that, an' goin thar.' 
went right on.' "' aid like a gal uv sperrit,' says I. 
" omebody hollered 'stop' agin, an' 'I'll go ' long with you, an' ef thar's any 
off to the left in a door, I seed my son mo' shootin' I'll take a crack myself.' 
thar, a coverin' me with a pistol. That ' o pap,' says my son, 'we'll make it 
gal as is his wife now, bless her purty alone.' ' o you kin,' says I, 'an' fur 
eyes, wuz a tan'in ' by him. 'Pon my fear the catterges does give out, 'yers 
word they 'peared a foot taller'n I ever my navy with six good roun's. he'll 
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· carr-y a hundred yards. ' An' I laid 
her on the table. 'Farwell, my !'On,' 
says I, 'an' farwell , his bride. The 
Bowl's ready, an' Marthy an' me's ready 
to give you a infar as '11 'stonish the 
natives.' 
"This is the infar, an' hits a rouser. 
We're drinkin' to 'em in peach an' hon-
ey. The p.each is him an' the honey's 
her. Yers' to 'em, that the marr-ige '11 
you've said all, fur thar ain't nothin' 
better,'n peach an' honey." 
''Thar they go, a~ smillin' an' happy 
as they kin be. Hit would hev been 
wu'th a yer's growth to each one u v you 
ef you could uv seed that young man a 
holdin' the drap on ills pap. Hit wuz 
mighty comfortin' to a father's heart, I 
tell you." 
"Drink hearty frien's thar's the peach 
be as good an' wholesome a mixture as an' honey." 
the drink, an' wen' you've said that 
HINTS ON TAKING COLD. 
J. H. KELLOGG , M. D. 
''J TOOK a hard cold early in the of the toning up process intended by 
fall and somehow I could not get nature to prepare us to endure ad van-
rid of it all winter." Remarks like this tageously the cold of the winter season. 
are heard altogether too often. A cold If the cold settled down upon us all at 
is a very serious matter, not merely in once we would be sure to suffer from 
itself but in what it leads to in crippling the shock. 
the vital forces generally or specifically. \Ve should remember when we put on 
Preventive work is always much more a garment that it ,becomes just as much 
satisfactory than reformatory work, and a part of our body as if it grew there, so 
this is as true in regard to health as in far as temperature is concerned. It is 
regard to morals. Neither a patched a kind of artificial skin and we should 
up character nor a patched up constitu - regulate its thickness according to need, 
tion can equal one without blemish. even if we make a change every day . 
One reason why people take cold in This is the penalty which we pay for 
the fall is that they do not begin to re- wearing clothing at all. Our forefath-
adjust their clothing soon enough, nor 
change from time to time as the neces i-
ties of the season require. Some go by 
the almanac and lay aside or put on their 
flannels on a certain day of a certain 
month regardless of any other con id-
eration. But one day i cold and the 
next may be warm and there mu t be a 
continual change in the amount of our 
clothing to keep pace with these chang-
es of temperature which are really a part 
ers, the ancient Britons, considered it 
a superfluity and their skins were tough-
ened so that they could endure the se-
vere weather incident to that climate at 
certain seasons without difficulty. 
Be out of doors as much as possible 
and inure your elf to the state of the 
weather. Stimulate the action of the 
skin by tepid or cold bath and brisk 
rubbings, and kindle the furnace fires of 
the body with a greater amount of pure 
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oxygen from out-of-door exercise. The needed than at the extremities if there 
heat-making preparations of the body be any distinction made. Two suit of 
will be thus increased and as the dif- light flannel are warmer and more health-
ference between the external and inter- ful because of better ventilation, than 
nal heat is increa ed, we will have a one very heavy suit. Many make the 
brighter flame in our bodies as well as mistake of putting on too much outside 
in our grates. Do not stay in for in- clothing and too little under clothing. A 
clement weather and nature will store garment which fits the body closely is a 
up heat and energy enough to enable great deal warmer than an overcoat and 
you to resist inclemencies. If the sun a great deal cheaper. Every one should 
shines, you will surely need to be out a have a good supply of various grades of 
great deal, and if it rains or the snow under clothing. The feet should be 
blows, put on overcoat or cloak, and clothed all the time with boots or 
leggings and overshoes and face the shoes of uniform thi kness ancl they 
storm. If you shut yourself up in a should be large enough to admit thi k 
close, hot room, you will doubtless woolen stockings with comfort. 
have a coli all winter. Some people The clothing should be so adjusted 
keep their houses actually warmer in that it is an easy matter to lighten it 
winter than in summer- 8o 0 and 85° when entering a warm room from keen, 
most of the time, with practically no cold out of door air. One of the very 
ventilation. Additionally, they ;vear best ways to take c lcl is to keep on 
too many clothes, and then when they heavy clothing or wraps while sitting in 
go out, their skins being relaxed and a heated room an<l then go at once into 
enfeebled from living in a clo e, hot at- the cold. \Ve need to exerci e great 
mosphere, they cannot help but take care in regulating the temperature of 
cold. The persons who suffer most our school rooms and living rooms to 
from sore throats are usually those who see they do not become overheated. It 
wear comforters and muffler in all sorts will not do to be governed by the feel-
of weather and under all cir umstances. ings ; a th rm ometer ·should be fre -
They keep the skin moist an l tender quently consulted . A temperature of 
and so a slight xposure will bring on 68° to 70° is about right. 
congestion. Reserve heavy wraps and Proper ventilation sh ulcl be attend-
muffler for the mo ·tse ere weather and eel to, forth breathing of air, foul with 
for protracted expo ures like long car- xhalations from the lungs and body, is 
riage drive . \Vear nou Yh lathing for exceedingly demoralizing physi ally and 
comfort at all time and by no mean · is predisposing to olds. 
attempt any rash hardening pro e s. The cold weather of ur northern 
The clothing of the body should be clime is a universal toni to all its 
evenly di tributecl, and to thi end, dwellers. \\'c breathe a littl more 
uni n under arment for ummer and rapidly ; we think faster · we ar more 
winter ar mu h to be preferred to tho e energeti and are lifted to a higher plane 
in two piece whi h lap and bring ad- of exi tence. 
ditional warmth where le s warmth i 
HOW TO STUDY. 
A. REICHENBACH. 
I N entering upon the discussion of this subject, I should perhaps define 
study as the student desires to use the 
term. In this sense study is an exer-
cise of the mind, which systematically 
develops its faculties and stores it with 
knowledge. 
According to the definition given, 
study must be performed by one's own 
mind and is a necessity for the develop-
ment of its faculties. In order to exer-
cise the mind, \Ve must apply it to that 
which may be known by study; hence 
which cannot be easily overrated. The 
definition already given also involves 
the purpose of study; its object is the 
successful performance of life's duties; 
its end is obedience to the divine will. 
Further inquiry into the nature of our 
subject brings to light an adjustment of 
relations, which constitutes the laws of 
study; and an orderly manner of study-
ing according to these laws, which con-
stitutes the methods of study. vVe thus 
obtain the two leading eli vision of our 
subject. As the first division is theo-
the mind also acquires knowledge in the retical, it must yield much space to the 
process of its culture and development. second division, which develops the 
Good teaching dis iplines the mind fundamental ideas underlying the words, 
and makes clear much which was not "How to Study." 
well under tood before, but never takes The mind must study something. 
the place of study. It as umes that the Here we have a subject studying and an 
teaching should be correct and system- object studied, and each under fixed 
atic. The undi s1 utcd s holarship of regulation . Hence we have subjective 
some self-educated m n with onlinary laws of study, or those derived from the 
mental endowments proves the asser-
tion that thorough, systematic study 
without in truction is worth far more 
than instruction without study. If a 
lesson be well studied, the recitation 
will be acceptable, and the instruction 
which follows is received more atten-
tively and more easily become one' 
own. The gifted student may wofully 
deceive himself in this rna tter. are-
less study and fair recitation , with cor-
responding marks and a piece of parch-
ment, ' ill finally leave him far behind 
the dull, tudious boy in life's competi-
tive battling for succe s. 
tudy thus assumes an importance 
human constitution; and objective laws 
of study, or those derived from the nat-
ure of the studie pursued. The sub-
jective laws may be divided into two 
classe , namely, tho e '""hich relate to 
the nature of the mental facultie , and 
tho e which regulate their practical ap-
plication to study and the relation of the 
body to mental actiYity. The former 
class belong more properly to mental 
science and logic· but the latter fall 
entirely within the limits of our subject. 
These may be subdi ided into law of 
elf-activity and the law of rest. 
As to application to tudy, self-acti v-
ity is go erned by four laws; the laws 
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of arrangement, concentration, investi-
gation, using the word in a limited sense, 
and co ntinuance. 
The law of arrangement requires that 
difficult lessons be studied at the time 
of day when mind and body are most 
vigorous, and the easy lessons when the 
student becomes tired; also, that the 
succession of lessons be such as will 
call forth a change of mental activity 
from one lesson to another. 
The law of concentration requires, 
that the body be in good health, the 
stomach not oppressed with food, and 
the mind sound and free from trouble 
or frivolity, and that the will instantly 
control the desires and set the intellect 
to work at the moment the studying is to 
begin. 
The law of investigation requires that 
the nature of the subject-matter besought 
as suggested by the objective laws of 
study enumerated further on ; and, that 
the discriminative power of th e intellect 
act keenly, as the mainspring of correct 
analysis and as more or less fund amen-
tal to synthesis, comparison and contrast 
induction and deduction, generalization 
and classification. The work of assimi-
lation begun by these processes is com-
pleted by repetition and retention. Re-
collection and reproduction by associa-
tion and sugge. tion give the result of 
the inve. tigation made. This law aims 
at ystematic discipline of the mental 
powers, an d, throu gh this, at the ac-
quisition of a va t amount of knowl-
edge. 
The law of ontinuance re 1uires that 
the student per evere in tudy to the end 
in view, and that ample time be allow-
ed for studying the le · ns of the day 
a nd for ompleting the our e of study 
begun. The e requi rements are con-
ditioned on the age, capacity, health, 
and pecuniary circumstances of the 
student. This law is hostil e to short 
courses of study and hot-bed schools of 
learning. 
The law of rest stops all activity in 
study. It checks blind obedience to 
the law of continuance. Its chief co n-
dition is periodicity, brought about by 
alternating study with rest, and its ob-
ject is recuperation . It requires cessa-
tion from study, at such times and dur-
ing such interv als as will enable the 
body to recrui t its strength and the mind 
to r egain its clearness and vigor. 
Th e objective laws of study are the fol -
lowing : 1. The law r elati ng to materi-
al objects as such. 2. The law relating 
to qualiti e.. 3· The law r elatin g to 
actions or events. 4· The law relating 
to conditions. S· The law governing 
th e study of relations. 6. The law 
governi ng th e stud y of spiritual sub-
stance, as such, through its attributes . 
The law relating to the stu dy of ma-
terial objects requires that an object be 
viewed as a whole before pointing out 
its attributes as such; then, that visible 
objects be distinguished from one an-
other befo re learning their names and 
definitions; and, lastly, that imaginary 
and spiritual obj cts be stud ied after 
material objects. 
Th e law relating to qualities r -
quires first, that qualities eli rectly know-
able by percepti n be studied in the 
order of the power of the senses to 
make impressions upon the mind, and 
that each quality be singled ut by an-
alysi. , or omparison ancl contrast, and 
then all qualitie be united by synthe-
is; and tl1at attributes not clirectly 
knowable by per eption be studied grad -
ually, as the power of abstra tion de-
velops. . ccording to the first require-
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ment of this law, we should first see a as well as children who cultivate plants 
mirror, hear a bugle, feel velvet, smell by sowing seed upon the play-ground. 
perfume, and taste honey. In each How can an undeveloped mind plan a 
~ase the first impression made upon the better course of study for itself than 
mind also marks a characteristic quali- those which have been prepar.ed by the 
ty of the object. ripest scholars· and have stood the tests 
The law relating to actions or events of ages? The learner should, therefore, 
requires that each one be carefully trac- place himself in the hands of competent 
ed by analysis, that their order and con- teachers. There he can pursue a course 
nection be wrought out by comparison of study, which will be safe to follow. 
and synthesis; and that the series be Having passed the entrance ex-
critically reviewed for retention andre- amination, he should make out a sched-
production. ule for study and recitations, 'before he 
The law relating to conditions, states, is ready to begin to study. Here is the 
and hypotheses requires that physical next important prerequisite; for the 
conditions and states be studied before question arises, "'When and how should 
the spiritual, that logical conditions be each lesson be studied so as to prepare 
connected with their corresponding con- it well, without overwork? The faith-
elusions, and, that hypotheses be used ful but inexperienced student is i-n dan-
only where there are sufficient data for ger of overtaxing his mind and losing 
argument, demonstration, or for setting his health by hard study at times when 
up a theory. he should not study at all. Overwork 
The law governing the study of rela- and under-rest, on the one hand, and 
tions requires that similarity and dis- under-work and over-rest, on the other, 
similarity, superiority and inferiority, have stamped future failure upon the 
in objects, ideas, and thoughts be stud- first scholastic year, in many a student's 
ied by comparison and contrast; that life. There is a limit to the strain to be 
coordination and subordination be trac- borne by the nervous system, just as there 
ed and practiced in generalization and are limits of time within which no lesson 
classification; and that cause and ef- can be mastered. Young learners are 
feet be studied by induction and de- apt to go to either extreme unless the 
duction. time for study be fixed and written upon 
The law governing the study of pirit- a schedule and then judiciously follow-
ual substance requires that it be last in ed. 
the order of study, and that all the stu- To make a good schedule for study 
dent's power of abstraction and reftec- is sometimes a ' 'ery difficult ta k. It 
tion be brought to bear upon its attri- may not always be pos ible to recite 
butes and relations. lessons at such times a would harmo-
The adaptation of studies to the age nize' ith the be t arrangement for study. 
and capacity of the learner may be laid The distance of one' home from chool, 
down as one of the most important pre- as well a the amount of one'. work at 
requisites to correct methods of study. home may al o interfere with the prop-
Unfortunately, many young learners are er time for tudy. If these ob tacles 
allowed to judge f r themsel e , in thi cannot be removed the good student 
important matter. They succeed abou.t arranges hi tudie accordinaly, and 
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takes care that no act of his stands in 
the way of arranging his time for study, 
as laid down in his schedule. 
The law of arrangement is best car-
ried out by most students, if they place 
the difficult lessons for study in the 
morning hours. Lessons in which the 
memory is exercised most should be 
studied before breakfast, care being 
taken not to study too long before tak -
ing food. Lessons in which prolonged 
reasoning is required are usually · most 
easily mastered some time after break-
fast. Some easy lessons may alternate 
with the difficult, and others may be 
studied just before dinner, or before 
retiring. The law of rest forbids study 
immediately after meals, on the ground 
that the blood needed to begin diges-
tion should not be diverted from the 
digestive organs to the brain. Such 
double activity is particularly injurious 
after supper. Twenty minutes of rest 
after breakfast, an hour after dinner, 
and an hour and a half after supper, 
may be regarded as a good average for 
rest after meals, provided the student 
does not eat im proper food, nor eat too 
much, nor eat between meals. 
A good student will avoid studying a 
lesson just before reciting it, particu-
larly if the studying be chiefly the work 
of the memory. He who cannot re-
member a lesson six hours must become 
still more forgetful by studying lessons 
immediately before reciting them. The 
memory should have time to be tested · 
and if the tests be properly macte the 
memory will become more and more 
retentive. The true student does not 
study to recite merely but to develop 
his mind an 1 tore it with knowledge 
The average time for sleep is eight 
hours. Those who are physically weak 
and study hard are perhaps the only 
ones who should form the habit of ex-
ceeding this average. Seven hours 
ought to be the limit for all lazy boys. 
Some of these sleep at such a time as 
would lead one to believe that they 
might have descended from the owl. 
The periods for recitations, meals, 
and rest, along with the proper order of 
stu(:lies, have enabled the student to lo-
cate the periods for studying his lessons, 
upon his schedule. How long each 
study-period should be, the young learn-
er may not be able to determine with-
out trial. The teacher may err in as-
signing lessons; they may be too long, 
and the law of continuance will come 
in conflict with recitations. Every case 
of this kind should be reported to the 
teacher without delay, so that the error 
may be corrected. Beginners should 
make trial schedules and copy them af-
ter all corrections have been made. 
The periods for recitations may be writ-
ten upon one sheet and the period s for 
studying lessons upon another; but 
both can easilybe written upon the same 
sheet, if the names of the days appear 
as headings of vertical columns and the 
periods or time -tab le appear at the left 
side. Provision can thus be made for 
exhibiting to the eye all the time for 
each clay, Loth for study and re ita-
tions. The best way to di stinguish 
study-periods from recitation -pe riods is 
to fill the spaces for the former with 
word s written in red ink, and the space 
for th e latter with word s written in black 
ink. 
\\'i th a corrected schedule in hand the 
for future u e. beginner is ready to prepare good le -
The arrangement of tudies is also sons regularly, so far as a s heclule an 
dependent upon the time for sleep. be of service to him. It now remains 
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for him to follow it faithfully in order ditions and relations in the problems of 
to make it really valuable. Unless he . mathematics. 
does this, his time will probably be If a lesson present names, divisions, 
wasted and his money or some one else's leading thoughts, principles, and defi-
. lost. nitions, or several of th ese, the student 
The student should know why two investigates them chiefly by analysis and 
students of the same intellectual capaci- synthesis, generalization and classifica-
ty and apparently alike in diligence dif- tion, induction or deduction. By an-
fer so widely in the preparation of their alysis we distinguish the letters of a new 
lessons. Men usually say that the one word, and by synthesis we unite its ele-
studied harder than the other, and the mentary sounds in pronunciation,. By 
young student accepts the statement analysis, also, we discover the divisions 
without further reflection. At this point, and the leading thoughts of a subject, 
therefore, a partial analysis of the pro- and by synthesis we combine them all 
cesses of mental activity is in order. in an essay or an oration. By generali-
The law of concentration leads him zation we find names for classes of words 
to give undivided attention to his les- and for kinds of external objects. By 
son. All the attractions surrounding classification are worked out most of 
him do not move him. His whole mind the long outlines in botany or zoology. 
is fixed upon the subject before him and By induction we may discover some of 
lays hold of it, according to the law of the principles underlyin g our investi ga-
investigation, with an iron grasp. The tions in the elements or physics. By 
senses act with indescribable keenne.;s. deduction we apply the principles and 
By clear discrimination and careful an- definitions of logic or mental science to 
alysis the charact.er and divisions of the the discussion of particular topics be-
subject, and the method of studying it longing to these sciences. 
are soon discovered. In addition to these and similar modes 
Thus the student prepares himself to of mental activity, there must be clear 
master his subject. Without this pre- apprehension of what is studied; other-
paratory work, he may study hard and wise full comprehension is impossible. 
worry long, but he will not become Proces es and exer:ises must be thor-
master of the situation. oughly worked out, not only for the 
If a lesson presents objects qualitie , knowledge and mental development 
actions, places, events, condition , re- gained thereby but also for the skill 
lations, or several of these, the tudent which the mind thu a quire in ma ter-
proceeds mainly by analy i , induction ing difficult problems. 
comparison and contrast or by several The law of continuance is applied to 
or all of the e taken together, according the prin ipal parts of agi\'en les on fir t, 
to the elements contained in the le son. and to the details afterward . o 
By analysis we trace the objects, quali- thought of anything foreign to the les-
ties, and places in geography. By in- on i allowed to break the continuity 
duction we di cover the general law in study until the whole le ·on or a eli-
governing a cla of word in an exer- vision of it be rna terecl. 
cise in rrrammar.. By com pari on and The tu lent who thu - tudies i ex-
contra t we learn much about the con- ceedingly unpopular amon time-killing 
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babblers. But he does not forget the are unable to fix their minds upon the 
requirements of the law of rest, according lesson before them. Others lack dis-
to his schedule. \Vhen an unusually criminative power and never go below 
difficult task requires much extra time, the surface of any lesson, and cannot 
the student breaks the strain after close even concentrate their thoughts upon 
application of two to three hours, in or- it, longer than a few minutes at a time. 
der to avoid harmful fatigue at the end Those who are thus troubled should 
of the day. A short interval for rest make critical analyses of short and easy 
will forestall exhaustion and enable him topics their sheet-anchors, to hold them 
to regain some of the mental vigor re- down to their work ; otherwi ·e there is 
qui reel to complete his task well. A re- scarcely any hope of their carrying out 
view by thorough repetition prepares the laws of investigation and continu-
the memory for perfect retention. Then ance. Such students should also guard 
only can association and suggestion against studying books by the page in-
bring the best results in recollection and stead of mastering subjects. 
reproduction before the teacher. From methous of study in general 
The student is now ready for the study we pass to particular methods for study-
of the next lesson upon the schedule. ing branches having certain peculiari-
Only under unavoidable circumstances ties ; but want of space forbids giving 
will he vary the order of studies. But more than a few practical hints. 
when the time for rest comes, he is just In orthography and in elementary 
as firm anu determined to avoid all ap- reading, the beginner should look at ev-
plication of the mind to study, even ery letter in a word as harply as the 
though a part of a le son be not learn- printer look at his proof-sheet to dis-
eel before the time for reciting it has ar- cover errors or defective type. As long 
rived. In this way only, can the teach- as a boy mi takes one letter for anoth-
er measure the power of a new class, in 
the shortest time, and assign lessons of 
proper length. The violation of the law 
of rest, together with other dissipations, 
has brought many a student's career to 
an untimely end. 
From these consiuerations, it will be 
een that, other things being equal, a 
student will be successful or unsuccess-
ful in study, in proportion to the meth-
od he follows in applying the laws of 
study. It requires much wi clam and 
unu ual will power to obey the laws of 
inve tigation, of continuance, and of 
re t,so a not to violate any one of them. 
Beginners are likely to find it difficult 
to apply the law of concentration. In-
deed, some of them never become stu-
dents, in the true ense, because they 
er, or omits or transfers a letter he can 
derive but little benefit from the drill in 
the class-room. 
In history, subordinate events must 
be made to luster around the principal 
events to which they belong, and the 
principal events should form the divis-
ions of a chapter or period. Having 
thus outlineu the subject, the learner is 
ready to fix the outline in his mind and 
to fill it out by frequt.:nt and areful re-
petition. 
In the physical :cience · the fa t and 
phenomena are related more r less by 
coordination r ubordination. This 
relation can best be exhibite 1 to the eye 
for the purpo e of study, in the form of 
outline . Th refore, tbe tudent hould 
tudy them by making outlines. In the 
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same manner, some time may be saved matter, followed by a logical outline 
in studying the causes and the laws, af- under a sui table process of invention. 
ter the facts and phenomena have been Then the correct application of rhetori-
l~arned. cal style completes the production. 
Nearly all study in mathematics be- The abstruseness of the study_ of the 
low higher arithmetic should be indue- laws of thought as exhibited in logic, 
tive; nearly all above it should be de- and of the functions and relations of the 
ductive. At first the student proceeds faculties of the mind as laid down in 
from processes to principles; afterward psychology, places these studies at the 
he proceeds from definitions and axioms top of the scale of things human. When 
down to the solution of problems or the the mind turns in upon its own opera-
demonstration of theorems. tions, it has to do with that which will 
The art · require the careful training outlive the things of time and space; 
of the eye and the hand, as well as the and therefore it encounters new difficul-
exercise of judgment and taste. The tie in study. Abstract thought now 
imagination also plays an active part largely takes the place of concrete 
and requires development in one student thought. All the power thns far gained 
and restraint in another. in mental development and much of the 
In the languages, grammatical forms knowledge acquired must now be used 
must be mastered first. ncertainty in the study of mind. If the study of 
here simply means failure further on. man, whose power is limited, be diffi-
In a modern language there should be cult, much more must be the study of 
much practice of speaking according to God, whose power is unlimited. The-
a model, and further on in the course ology, therefore, reaches beyon 1 hu-
the peculiarities of construction should man knowledge. Here a new element 
be verified by the laws of grammar. In must be added, namely, faith. \Vh ere 
the ancient languages the style of a new knowledge ends, faith begins and reach-
author must be compared with that of the es out into eternity. 
la t one read. • li t of the new words In laying down general laws of study, 
may be made, and their meaning hould and tracing their application in methods 
be l ely studied. As much as possi- of tucly, we have not e tablished a 
ble should b learned about the life and 'royal road" to learning· for knowl-
pirit of an author, from his writing euge is gained by hard work along the 
and from other ource . In no forei n wa and is not to be won at the end of 
langua e hould tran lation into uch an ea y race. Thestudent is to con truct 
language ever be neglected, under any a grand highway by hi own efforts. In 
pret xt whatever. The thorou crh tudy thi plan we have only urveyed the 
and practi e of Latin Greek German, route· he mu t build the road him elf. 
or French mpo 1t10n put the true lie will al o mark out numerou by-
· tudent into actual po ·se ion of a p w- ' ay leading thr twh vall y of plea -
erful encrine with whi h he an outritle ure and o,·er hill of learnincr ba k to 
a th usand time· hi duty- hirkin om- the grand hi hway from' hich the view 
1 titor·. rio·inal production in one be ome more delightful at e ery tep 
own lan cruaae h uld b the re ult of and in all direction becau e he is 
long ontinued tudy of the ubj t- building heavenwar . 
PSYCHOLOGY-MEMORY. 
H. N. CARVER. 
T HE presentative form of the mental activity was defined. as that form 
which gives us knowledge of the world 
as now present in space. It is the pow-
er which makes us acquainteJ with the 
spatial relations of things. The repre-
sentative power, or memory as we may 
call it comprehensiNely, on the other 
hand gives us knowledge of the world 
in time, makes us acquainted with the 
time relations of things. In perception, 
the thing known is present in time; and 
can have no relations of succession, but 
only rela'tions of otherness ; that is, the 
object is known simply as other than 
myself and such objects as are different 
from it only in spatial ways. Even the 
attributes of the object stand as differ-
ing from one another in these spatial 
ways. \iVhenever the element of change, 
or succession, comes into the thought, 
it is the representative activity that is 
at work; and the commom definition 
of memory is sufficient,-it is the fac-
ulty which gives us knowledge of the 
past, which re-presents things once 
known in perception, or in any other 
reproduction, and re-cognition. Of 
course, if the original presentation is 
not in some way retained, there can be 
no re-presentation ; and the perfectness 
of the recognition depends upon the per-
fectness of the retention. No presen-
tation is ever recalled, unless something 
in the conscious present is connected 
with the original presentation, or with 
some of its associated objects. Explain 
it as we may, the stream of thought 
must be regardecl as unbroken, each 
segme.nt as connected with every other 
segment. Undoubtedly, the simplest 
way to explain thi ·, is from the physi-
ological side; and memory apart from 
some form of body is probably unthink-
able. However that may be, it seems 
certain, that if any one of the innumer-
able lines of experience be once broken, 
the break is absolute and the past is lost 
forever. These considerations give the 
clue to the significance of the laws of 
association in explaining the facts of 
memory. Things connected in our ex-
perience, either in space or time, have 
a tendency to recall one another into 
way, even in memory itself, imagination, the representative con ciousne s. 
reasoning, etc. And unle s something thus conne t-
The ultimate problem of the memory, ed either in likeness or unlikeness, is in 
how we remember, how much of the some way brought into the present on-
activity is physiological, how much psy- sciousness, nothing in the past is ever 
chical, and the nature of the relations recalled. There must be something in 
between the two, cannot be discussed the field of perc ption, some object 
here; though ome of the most interest- now seen, or heard, or felt, and on-
ing questions in p ychology are connect- nected with the past experien e by these 
eel with it. laws of asso iation, or there is no mcm ~ 
There are three thing implied in a ory of the past. Even the phenomena. 
complete act of memory, - retention, of dreams, and reverie, and delirium 
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are not exceptions. Not only must there mis often appli ed to these extreme fo rms, 
be this connection between the present as dreams, hallucinations, delirium,etc., 
and the past; the connection itself though they are not essentially differ-
must be known as a connection, or there ent from the simpler forms,-they are 
,~ill be no perfect act of memory, there all the results of the working of the as-
will be no re-cognition of the present sociative powers, when not guided by 
consciousness as the re-presentation of the reason and controlled l>y the will. 
the past experience. This spontaneous memory, too, has 
No more formal statement of the laws much to do with acts that have become 
of association seems desirable now; af- habitual or automatic, as a fluent 
ter a while, when we come to study the speaker's choice of words, a musician's 
so-called elaborative faculty, we shall striking a certain key when his eye falls 
see that they are only the simple ways upon a certain written note, even a 
in which our intelligent life goes on in chicken's scratching, when its feet are 
its process of building up the intelligi- placed upon a grave led walk. 
ble world in which we find all our inter- The intentional memory, or recollec-
ests. tion, on the other hand, is a far high-
It is sometimes conveniently said, that er form of the activity. Here the pres-
there are different kinds of memories; ent suggests something which is needful 
though they are more strictly stages in for the work now in progress, but which 
the development of memory, than real the spontaneous memory does not call 
kinds, g netic, rather than generic. Ac- up . The thing desired is recognized 
cordingly, we may say there is a spon- only as some integrant J?art of a con-
taneous and an intentional memory. nected whole, more or less completely 
The past always lies as a more or less mastered in it general features and ob-
distinct background to the present; scure only in particular details. ome 
and in much the same way as a near of the details are known clearly a con-
object often spoptaneously fixes the nected in association with the desired 
sight upon a distant one, which would part, and upon these the attention is 
otherwise be unseen, so an object, pres- fixed by the will. In this way, the lost 
ent for any reason in consciousness, 
fixes the inner eye upon some object in 
the backwar l line of the mental vision. 
In this way, when I meet a friend, any 
past a sociations are called up svonta-
neou ly, our la t meeting, what we lid, 
part is tracked down and secured. 
Still other kinds of memories are oft-
en spoken of. There is the memory of 
localities and direction, which enables 
a person to recall the topography of a 
place and keep him from 'getting 
' hat we aw, talked about, etc., etc. I lost"; the erbal memory, which enables 
go along the street, some house meets one to commit word ; the memory of 
my eye by mere accident and a ' hole name and face ; the scientific memo-
eries of pa t experiences crowd upon ry, or the memory of principles and 
me. Thus a large part of our every day law , etc., etc. These form are all 
life is made up. Often it runs to the ex- valuable in their place , though they 
treme of pur eli ipation,da -dreamina, can hardly be more than mere tages in 
reverie and on to certain form of rnelan- the general gro' th of the faculty. av-
choly and insanity. The word phantas- ages and children have the lower forms; 
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the scientific develops only in indiv!du- retention depends chiefly upon the 
als and communities of a relatively high amount of interested attention given at 
orde r of development. Any unusual the time the perception was made. If 
development in one direction, is apt to a person wishes to cultivate, for exam-
be attended by a deficiency in the oth- ple, a memory for historical events, let 
ers. A person whose work is largely him read some interesting history with 
mechanical, that is, whose work requires the greatest care, and then find occasion 
few movement::; and little attention, is to retell in his own words what he has 
likely to lose the power of remembering reacl. Let the exercise be short at first, 
almost totally. but be gradually extended until the sub-
\word upon melhocb of improving 
the memory, and this article may close. 
And first, none of the patent methods 
should ever be resorted to. They will 
prove both vanity and vexation of spir-
it to the one who invests in them. Giv-
en good general intellectual power, and 
there is but one way to improve the 
stance of long narratives can be given. 
·whatever the special form may be, that 
is selected for cultivation, whether ver-
bal, or mechanical, or historical, let it al-
ways be carried on toward the scientific 
anrl philosophic form, in which the asso-
ciations are principles and laws. Any 
one who will use a little good judgment 
memory, namely, to u. e it in the prop- need have no occasion to invest his 
er way. poor memory usually i one money in Prof. A's or Prof. B's great 
that does not retain well, and power of system of mnemonics. 
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GEOGR PRY. II. 
fA TlE E. BALOW! • 
p oLITIC L or de:criptive geogra-
phy should be tndied always in 
connection with maps and map-draw-
ing. 
hi! lren ought fir t to be made fa-
miliar with th geography of their own 
tat . uppo e that tate is Indiana. 
There are numerou ways in which the 
work may be presented. ~1uch will de-
pend upon the length of time that can 
be given to it. It i u ually wise to 
pend much time and ri\·e many les ons 
upon the first tate taken up a after 
learning thoroughly ho' to study that, 
the pupils can take up the stu ly of oth-
ers readily and without so much help 
from the teacher. 
It is as umed that previous drill has 
been given upon the meaning of the 
terms latitude, longitude, l'quat(Jr, poles, 
city, river, state, c. 
pon the globe the \Vestern "onti-
nent ·hould be pointed out. n that 
continent ! orth . merica hould e 
found, and in orth America the Unit-
ed tates. 
If there i , in the schoolroom, a wall 
map of the \ estern Continent, let pu-
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pils find the United States upon that al- tiles are made? The drain tiles? Press-
so. In the United States, the position eel brick? Common brick? \Vhere the 
of Indiana should be noticed. Wheth- building stone? \Vhat kinds? Of what 
er it is in the southern or the northern value compared with building stone in 
part of the \¥estern Continent; wheth- other states? Where coal? What kind? 
er in the southern or the northern part Where oil? How obtained? \.Yhere gas? 
of the United States; how far north of In what other occupations are the peo-
the equator; and in what zone. How ple of Indiana engaged besides these that 
far it is from the Aqantic Ocean; how have been mentioned? Building what? 
far from the Pacific? How far from the ·where? Buying ::mel selling what and to 
Gulf of Mexico? How near to Lake whom? How do they get thc::;e things? 
Michigan? \.Yhat state is its neighbor on How send away what they make and 
the north? What on the east? On the sell? What is a railroad? Where are 
south? On the west? What lines form 
its boundary? What rivers? 
The next thing to be considered is the 
state itself. What is its shape? How 
many miles is it from north to south? 
How many from east to west? (These 
di . ;tances can be found by using the 
scale of miles given on the map.) \Vhat 
is its area as given in the book? Is it a 
large or a small state compared to other 
states? 
What does the book say about its 
surface in general? Where is the land 
high? \\here is the highest point? How 
high? \Vhere is the land low? Where 
the lowest point? How low? What riv-
ers? Where do they flow? How large? 
f what use? What lakes? How large? 
Good for what? What kind of climate? 
\Vhat kind of soil? \Vhat is grown in 
the soil in the different parts of the 
state? \\'hy hould cranberries be in 
the northern part and melons in the 
southern? \ here ar the large forest ? 
Trees of what ize and kind ? eful 
for what?\Yhat animal , bird , fi he , 
reptile and in -e t are found? \\ hy no 
larg animal ? \ hat animal do farm-
ers rai e? \\hat about bee fo" 1s tc.? 
For what purpo es are all the e? \\'hat 
mineral ? \ here? f what valu and 
use? \\here is the soil of which the fine 
these railroads? Name the leading ones. 
From where to where do they extend? 
(Look on any common railroad map.) 
What cities are in the state? where? 
What is the capital? Where? How large? 
Tell something of interest to be seen 
there. What is the next city in size? 
Where? For what noted? Tell of some 
important or interesting things connect-
ed with some of these cities. 
W'hat kind of school in the state? 
How are the public schools paid for? 
·what schools are there for advanced 
students? ·where are these? \Vhat libra-
ries? \Vhere? By whom kept up? \\hat 
are some of the principal new papers 
published in the state? ~Iagazines? 
\ hat about the churches? How kept 
up How is the state governed? Name 
the chief officer . \Vhat is the Capitol 
Building? Tell omething about it. 
\\'hen was the state fir t ettled? 
\Vhere? By what people? \rhen was it 
made a tate? Tell orne of the event 
in its history. N arne some per ons 
eminent in it hi tory. 
Tell anythin el e of intere t concern-
ing the tate. W andotte ca \·e and 
noted hi torical place ~ hould be men-
tioned and, if po ible de cribed. The 
excellence of the common school y -
tern and the state' great cbool fund 
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should be spoken of. The rank it now 
holds as a wheat producing state, and 
the value of its inexhaustible stone quar-
ries should be told. 
\Vith beginners, only the most impor-
tant facts should be dwelt upon. More 
advanced pupils might be required to 
carry out the work even more fully than 
is here indicated. 
Adjoining states may be studied in a 
sim ilar manner, ancl comparisons made 
as to their likeness and unlikeness to In-
dian_a, in size, shape, products, &c. Then, 
groups of states, or sections, may be 
compared in a similar manner. For 
advanced pupils in geography, the fol-
lowing topic list would be found useful. 
It can be adapted to the study of a 
county, state, section, division, coun-
try, grand eli vision, or a continent. 
Topics may be added to the list or 
omitted from it at the discretion of the 
teacher. 
I. POSITIO 1 I. 
2. 
\\'ith respect to Latitude and Longitude. 







D fi 't j a. Length and b ··eaclth in miles. 
e llll e. 1 b. Area in squar~ miles. 
Com para live. 
EXTENT 1 I. 
2. 
BOU DARY 
r I orth. 
1 2: East. 
)l3 · South. 
4· West. 
r ( I s ystcms, p anges, Pe,lks. 
I I
n. Mountains.') Average !J cight. 
( Ceneral Di rectio n. 
I Systt>ms and 'ourse. 
/ atura l 
1 
;,, Pi ver,; . J l .ength, .·ite,an<! Area of B:u.in. 
SURFACE l I· 1 1 \ .1 IT J For .\':wigation. / Feature ·. I l 1 vaJ all lty ( For \\'ater l'o\\-er. 
1 I . 1 !· . j Elevation and Ueplh. 
I I 
c. .a "c~. 1 Area and U~es. 
d. Valle) s. ~ Extent and Location. 
l t Pl::tins. ~ Elevation and Slope. 
l2- atural Cu ri o~itie , Pi cturesque Scenery, ,>c. 
SOIL \ Where Productive? 
1 Where Barren? 
1. Seasons. 
CLIMATE ') 2. Prevailing \\'inck 
( 3- R ains. 
1 . Animal. 
NATCRAL PRODUCTS - 2. Vegetable. 
3· ;\lineral. 
121 .. . \griculturc. j \Vh at _Produce(~? I <JuantllY an(l \ alue . 
. ' tork· rai ·ing. I \ 'alue . 
-~ Produce. 
I \I' . I Extent. .3· • llllllg. Re .· tdts. 
\ ' Ll[. l. UL'S riUE . 
I -l· T.umbcrin!-{. 
' 5· llunting. 
l 6. Fishing. 




I . fm·enti ons and Works of .\rt. t:y \\' hom? I \\'hen? 






1. Number, and Number to t'll' sqt •are mil e. 
PEOPLE z. Habits, Customs, and Character. 
3· Nationality. 




OVERNMENT j 1 . Form. 
( 2. rower. 
RELIGIO . j ?.I.. ects. 
( _ Influence. 
EDUC:\TIO~AL AFFAIRS~ I. 
( z. 
S -: h,wb j n . C<?mmon '-;c_hools. 
I b. 1-1 q;:-her l nsl!tul!ons . 
Public Libraries ; als .>, Books and Pa· 
pers Puhlishecl 
( 1. Locat ion . 
CA PITAL A D CHIEF CITIES i 2. P•>pulation. 
( 3. Lea. I ing Characteristi cs. 
X HI. 
( 1. When discovered or s :ttleJ . 
XIV. HISTORy j 2. Where? i 3· By Whom? 
l 4· Interesting Svents. 
XV. MISCELLANEOUS. 
Numerous review exercises on the 
map can b e maue valuable. 
I. Start from Ne.v York City and go 
to San Francisco. Tell how you would 
go; on what railways, boats, &c. 1 ame 
the states and territories through which 
you would pass. Describe what you 
would see in the cities and towns through 
which you would go. What would you 
sec pcopl loing in the various states ? 
\Vh :lt g rowing in the fields? \ hat nat-
ural curiosities could you isit on the 
way? \\' hat cenery? \Vhat kind of 
\ ·c.lther wotdd you expect to find in the 
dtfferent sections? \Varm or cold? 
Rainy or dry? How many mile · from 
1>ne importJ.nt city to anoth r? How 
mtny miles in the entire journey? 
2. Return Ly a different route, and 
des riue the Lrip in a imilar manner. 
3· Name the state produ ing iron, 
oal IJetruleum, natural gas marble, 
granite, limestone, sandstone, kaolin, 
::.late opper, . ilver, lead, salt. ice. 
4· Locate the wheat regions of the 
United States. Of the world. Corn, 
rice, tea, coffee, pices, dates, cotton, 
wool, cashmere wool silk . 
5· Find on the map the diamond 
fields of the worlJ. The fore ts p ro -
ducing mahogany, ebony, and other 
fine woods. The ivory regions. 
6. Go around the world on the for-
ty-first parallel of north latitude, and 
tell through what citie and countrie 
you would pas , and what interesting 
thing you would see . 
7· Go from Reikiavik, Iceland, to Cape 
Horn anJ tell through what you would 
pas , what climate, countrie , citie , 
bodie of water, c'C. How would you 
go? \Vhat animals and ve etation would 
you ·e ? What people? 
8. \Vhere and what are llano , 
prairies, teppe · tundra ·, monke s, 
E kim ·, ·eal · , Orkney Ande · Hud-
on, Labrador At hen · Bermuda , 
Iloo ·iers and orange ? 
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PRACTICAL Ar D CULTURE STUDIES. 
AtHH s o ' B. l'ui.Al'. tl . 
THE prevailing criticism upon our schools, such for instance as that 
made recently by President Eliot, alleg-
es that the average results (ends) of 
our best schools are comparatively light 
and of small worth. The fact that the 
teacher does not under~tancl the child 
is doubtless to some extent responsible 
for poor results, but only partially; one 
of the chief difficulties is, as we have 
in tance elementary arithmetic or lan-
guage, have a pr:1ctical value ; while 
history and geography have a culture 
value mainly. Thi~ is not enough. 
The distinction is an important one. 
Teachers should know the comparative 
values of studies and that, too, not as 
wholes mc:rely, but of ·veciltc tl)pics 
and clas-;es of facts, how and to what 
extent valuable either as dis iplinc or 
said, the deplorable ignorance of what information. When President Eliot 
is and what is not wortlt teaching. That stood before a body of school-rn n sur h. 
is, we need to study the objective side as greeted him last y~ar at Worcester, 
as well as the subjective side of educ.:t- and affirmed his conviction that it wa-; 
tion, or the relative values of studie ·in a waste of time to teach the apit,tl-> and 
view of the future needs of the pupil a., boundaries of the states of the Union, 
well as the processes an l law of mental he wa. applau<..lecl. How ould it be 
growth, i. e., psychology. It would be otherwise? Everybody admits that a 
a mistake, therefore, to establish in our great deal of usele->s rubbish is taught 
colleges and universitie chairs for the in all our schools. ncl what is the 
teaching of psychology and theoretical remedy? , u rely no general condcmna-
pedagogy, solely. tion of the practi e ha. yet b en ade· 
Instruction in applied pedagogy, look- quate to stop it, so strong is the power 
ing to the formulation of preci e and of habit and tradition. The remedy 
practical maxims, having a scientific must be found, if at all, in a better ap-
basi and school-room application, i pre iation on the part of teachers of the 
very much needed. \\'hat to teach of relative values of subje t matter for its 
mathematic , history etc., ancl how to practi al, dis i plinary, or ultu re <.:nels . 
teach f r !early defined ends arc and .\·a rule no effort is made in our <:1 '-
mu t ntinue t be the mo ·t vital and mentary and higher s hools to grade in -
important question· for peda rogi al formation a or<ling to any tandard of 
tudy. Hence, it i no e aggerati n t relative values. All the topi s of arith-
affirm, with pen er, that the hief need meti , of hi:tory and of ge graphy are 
of our ch ols i :ome standard by taught by most teachers as of equal or 
which to mea ure edu ational value . nearly qual importan c. As a proof of 
Thi i. a department of study and re- this, witne s the kind of que. tions gen-
search that ha been t o mu h neglect- erally called for up n examination in 
ed. It is not ufficicnt to know, in a our bests hools and ollege ; on. ider 
g neral way that ome studies ay f r also the spe ific value alta heel t que -
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tions of various sorts. The absence of 
any just standard for d~termining rela-
tive values will be apparent everywhere. 
This leads to the statement that when 
the broad distinction is made between 
studies that have a culture value mainly, 
and those that have a practical value 
merely, a sharply defined difference of 
method should be adopted in teaching. 
For example: whatever is needed for 
the uses of daily living should be so well 
and thoroughly learned that the pro-
cesses, mental or physiological, should 
become automatic. We learn to walk, 
to move the arms and hands, to articu-
late, etc., so as to perform the normal 
acts automatically and without con-
scious effort. So the mental and physi-
cal processes of reading, and largely of 
writing, and of combining small num-
bers, etc. By frequent repetition all 
these acts become thoroughly mechan-
ized, and the wise teacher will see to it 
that her instruction reaches the point 
where useful acts become fixed and in-
variable habits. The mistake is made 
when bistory and geography, which are 
essentially culture studies, are taught 
with the same end in view, to wit, the 
absolute fixing of this information by 
frequent repetition, so that it is repro-
duced with ease and certainty. 
It was Voltaire, I believe, who said 
faceti usly that all the geography a girl 
needed to know was "how to find the 
northeast bedroom," and all the cbem-
i try ''how to make a kettle boil." \Ve 
may be willing to e tend Voltaire 's 
ategories of neces ary information, but 
to treat all fact a of equal or of any-
thing lik equal alue and to ·eek to 
redu e th m to the automati memory 
is the mo t ommon rror in teachin(r. 
It exhibit · a failure to timate either 
the true ends of teaching or the relative 
values of different kinds of knowledge. 
In general the method to be pursued 
in teaching practical studies, as distin-
guished from culture studies, may be 
broadly described as .follows : the prin-
ciple of the former should be that of 
repetition until certainty of automatic 
reproduction is secured. In all opera-
tions with the small numbers, in read-
ing, spelling, etc., the end should be 
absolute memorizing-no half-way re-
sults; in other words, to mechanize the 
processes so completely as to relieve 
the mind from all conscious effort. Per-
fect and absolute memorization then, is 
the rule for practical studies. 
But in culture studies, not so. Here 
the principle is that of unconscious 
absorption. For illustration: one may 
read a story by Scott or Dickens and 
unconsciously absorb the whole plot 
and development, and be profoundly and 
permanently impressed ther.eby, while 
having made no conscious effort to mem-
orize any part of it. So all culture 
studies that have in view the enlarge-
ment of the intellectual horizon, the 
development of the sensibility, and the 
guidance and control of the will, shou ld 
be studied upon the absorptive princi-
ple and never by forced memorizing, as 
though they were practical tudies. 
The arrying out of thi principle 
would modify the teaching of geography 
of history, and of literature to a remark-
able extent. Instead of making the i m-
mediate end of ·uch tudy the power to 
reprodu e from memory certain facts, 
the aim should be rather to ecure such 
a reaction upon the mind of the pupil 
a. would enlarge the mental per · pective 
br aden the · ·mpathies . . trengthen the 
will, e;...alt the entiment , and in •rener -
al condu e to the de,·elopment of in-
tellicren e and hara t r. - Ed. Re'i.'lt'"it'. 
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HINTS ON TEACHING PRIMARY READING. I. 
W. H . BANTA. 
W E teach reading by what, for the want of a better name, we have 
called the Vocabulary Method. It dif-
fers from the \Vord Method in that it 
involves many of the features of the 
Phonic and Synthetic Methods, and · is 
closely allied to the Sentence Method. 
Before entering into details as to the 
method itself, we will state a few facts 
and indi cate a general line of proced-
ure . 
Reading can only be well tau ght by a 
live teaclter who is willing to work, and 
who is able to sympathize with the chil-
dren, enter into their thoughts and feel-
ings, and talk with them in their own 
language, using their own vocabulary. 
The successful teacher will not be ham-
pered by fine-spun pedagogical theori es 
or stilted methods, but will take the pu-
pils where she finds them. She must 
become one of them in spirit and in 
language, in order that the work may be 
naturally, and hence effectively done. 
It follows, therefore, that the first thing 
to do is to become acquai nte l with the 
children. To talk with them, and a -
certain the character and s ope of their 
vocabulary; to gain their complete sym-
pathy and regard. The child should 
talk with the ame liberty in the same 
difficult to maintain it after it is awak-
ened. There is a sense in which teach-
er and pupil must stand on the same 
plane. But in the truer and better 
sense, perh;:tps, the teacher must be 
able to walk on the same plane with the 
pupil, ever introducing and dire tin g ·to 
new fields. 
When these valuable relations bet\\'ecn 
teacher and pupil shall have been fnlly 
established, and their mutual interest, 
sympathy, and friendship, are deftnitely 
understood, the work of teaching may 
properly begi n. More failures in teach-
ing are attributable to a mistaken idea 
as to the relation of pupil to teacher 
than to any other one thin g. 
The child of six years who enters 
school usually has a vocabulary ranging 
from five hundred to one thousand 
words. Thi s is an ample stock frum 
which to se lect such words as will be 
adapted to the First TVork in .Rmding. 
A part of the pupil's talking vo abu-
lary must be changed into a reading 
vocabulary. The most familiar words 
shoulu be selcctecl. These words should 
be printed on the board. The teacher 
will use the particular word which she 
designs to teach, in onversation with 
the pupil calling his attention to it and 
tone , and with the same exp ressio n at the same time p')inting it out on the 
which he u e. at home, or while engag- board, and telling the pupil that it is the 
ed in play. same word he has just used in his tall..·. 
He mu ·t feel that the teacher is his He will be delighted to find that the 
friend. therwise it will be very cliffi-
cult to awaken intere t. anci much more 
reading word is the same word he u ·es 
in talking. !lis first lesson arc devol-
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t:d to this work of identifying words in many lessons and will, with proper di-
the printed or written form. As soon rection, make many new sentences. 
as four or five words are learned, they With such a vocabulary he has a solid 
must be combined so as to mean some- foundation upon which to build. He 
thing, i. e., make a simple statement. can be constantly employed, and readi-
Let the pupil call them in the order in ly taught to use his fingers. He will 
which you have arranged them, and he learn to write and will soon be able to 
will be greatly surprised and pleased write every word he has learned. 
when he discovers that they say some- The work from the first should be 
thing. You then tell him that he is read- thoroughly done. Every word present-
ing. If possible find the same statement ed for the reading vocabulary should be 
on the ch.art or in the book and have mastered. The pupil must be able to 
him read it again. When the child has recognize the word instantly when pre-
learned that the written or printed word sen ted to him, whether it be in print or 
is identical with the voice-word, the first in script. Do not be in a lzurry / but 
great step has been taken in the wonder- never let your enthusiasm slacken for a 
ful work of learning to read. His interest moment. As you do and .feel, so will 
is such that he will so master the print- the children do and .feel, if you are a 
ed and written forms that the word will good teacher. Do not stop to teach 
always after be known at sight. (This the letters or spelling, because if you do 
statement is absolutely true of all pupils so you will distract attention and wak-
of ordinary capacity.) The work of en intellectual activity. 
mastering a small reading vocabulary Avoid, as nearly as may be, every-
will soon be accomplished. Care must thing mechanical except the use of the 
be taken that the pupil gets the thought pencil or pen-holder, or the handling 
which he attempts to express. From of objects for "busy work. " Every-
the first, "Reading is getting the thought, thing, (like the pupil, ) must be "full of 
as well as, expressing it." When the pu- life." All this applies to the t'rst stage 
pil has a reading vocabulary of fifty or it the process. 
a hundred words, he will be able to read 
OME LES 0 S IN DR WI G. VI. 
P erspecti'l!e Draw ing. 
G. \V. F E R GUSON. 
A GOO model for thi le on might 
be con tructed thu : a mall pie e 
of board a foot quare, or even mailer 
will do for the foot· to the center of this 
fasten an upright piece of wood, I inch 
square will do a yard lon g and in the top 
of this dri e a nail lea ing about half of 
it expo ed. A stick a yard lon a for 
should be 
as to form 
ari ou angle with it 
ay one at 90°, 
one at 6o0 one a t 30° 
J· . and the mode l 
will have been com-
-
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The standard might now be placed 
about ten feet from the observer with 
the model resting upon it so as to form 
an angle of 90° \Yith the upright. It 
should be in a horizontal position and 
at right angles with the line passing 
from the eye to the model so that when The model might now be placed above 
a line has been drawn parallel to the the level of the eye, and sketched in the 
model, it will also be parallel to the top various positions as before. 
and bottom of book. The model should \Vhatwill the pupil now have noticed? 
now be turned a few inches at a time First, that the lines were receding 
and, as stated in la t lesson, the eye horizontals, in reality. 
should be fixed on the model,and a line econd, that they appeared to slope 
drawn upon the paper parallel to it. 
everal lines should be drawn for each 
position of the model. 
The accuracy of the line should now 
be tested by every available means. 
Might hold one pencil so as to appear 
parallel to the model and another in a 
horizontal po ition, then notice the an-
gle formed by the meeting of the pen-
cils: compare this with the drawing. 
A folding pocket rule will be found to 
be very convenient for the purpose of 
ge tting the angles formed by the meet-
ing of two lines. 
Horizontal and ve rtical lines are the 
standard . 11 straight lines should be 
compared with the e when the slope is 
to be determined. 
f ove the model a few inche farther, 
sketch, compare, mea ure and correct 
if nece sary. l\Iove a few inches and 
sketch, ~.:'- c., until them del is once more 
in the original position. 
downward. 
The model might now be placed on 
the level of the eye, turned in various 
positions, sketched, and what now? 
First, he will have discovered that 
they are all horizontal lines and parallel 
to top and bottom of book. 
\Vhy do they appear thus? Because 
the horizontal plane on the level of the 
eye is viewed edgewise, and so long as 
the stick moves in this plane it appears 
horizontal. \Vhen it runs directly away 
from the eye, only the end is visible, and 
it appears as the central visual ray-
. V. R. 
The model might in turn be placed 
so as to form different angles with the 
upright, moved into different po itions, 
sketched, examined, orrected, 
This pra tice should be kept up until it 
is easy to draw . traight lines parallel to 
tho e about the room and elsewhere· al-
so, imagine line onnecting various 
points, about the room,an l draw line 
0J ow, what el. e ha. the pupil noti eel? . 
on the ame lope. The pupil wlll now 
Fir ·t that every po i tion 
wa pla e<l in, excepting the 
horiz ntal> and receding. 
the tick be ready to mea ure lines, ompare 
fir t, was their lengths c"c. 
econd, that the. e line all appeared 
l . lope upward. 
How hall we do this? 
. 'hall we measure by means of mc-
hani al aid . , ruler, pen il, ·tring,et ., 
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before sketching and measuring with the ed to bisect, trisect, &c.' any line or 
eye alone? Emphatically, no. Lines space with quite a degree of accuracy, 
should never be measured or tested in and it ought to be very easy to compare 
aJ.il.y' way except by the eye, until af- the lengths of lines, or lines and spaces, 
ter the sketch has been made. What &c. 
are we striving for, is it mere mechan- Turn the model farther, sketch again, 
ical work? By no means: the sole pur- turn model and sketch again, until the 
pose now should be to train the eye to two models appear of the same length. 
see and measure lines and spaces, &c. This exercise should be mastered be-
The hand is supposed to be already fore leaving it to take up something 
trained to move freely along any line more difficult. 
the eye sees, so the only obstruction To criticise the sketch, hold a rule or 
now between the pupil and sketching stiff piece of paper at arm's length and 
solid objects is the measurement of parallel to the model, imagine threads 
lines and spaces. drawn from center and ends of model 
The model might now be placed in a to the eye, place a dot where each ap-
horizontal position, on the level of the pears to cut the edge of the paper. The 
eye, and, for convenience sake, we will head and paper should be kept quiet 
place a second and similar model di- and in the same positions while taking 
rectly under it on the same nail on top measurements. 
of standard. Make lower model station-
ary. The line from the eye of the 
observer should form right angles w:th 
the model. The two sticks being of 
the same length, we will allow No. I to 
rest lengthwise on top of No.2. Draw 
a line of any length, let it represent the 
length of model; next, turn model until 
only the end can be seen. This can be 
represented by placing a dot on the 
center of the line. 
The model should now be turned a 
little, and it will be seen that it grows 
longer in appearance. Now judge ' i th 
the guidance of the eye alone, as to 
the length of the left end of model o. 
I, or upper model, for in tance, as com-
pared with the left end of model No 2. 
The pupil hould now ask him elf the e 
que tion . 
I o. r one-half one-third or ne-
fourth the len ath of ... o. 2 or lower 
model? 
If the fore rroi ng le n haYe been put 
into pra tic the eye ought to be train-
Another way of measuring parallel 
lines, very similar to the one just de-
scribed, is to make an aperture in a 
piece of paper, say about a quarter of 
an inch wide and three inches long, it 
might be smaller or larger for conveni-
ence, hold this in a horizontal po ition 
look through the opening move the pa-
per clo er or farther from the eye until 
the ends of the model appear to just 
touch the paper at each end of opening· 
now place lot where other line appear 
to cut the eel e of paper.· 
l 
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A plane ground back of model is de- extremities of No. 2 appear to cut it, 
sirable, because there will be less con- also where vertical line appears to cut 
fusion with other lines. 
The model should now be placed a 
few inches below the level of the eye and 
the plane through which the model will 
now move .will not be seen edgewise, as 
we are looking down on top of it and 
when the model is moved around, it will 
not appear parallel to No. 2. 
Place the model in the original posi -
tion, represent it as before with a line 
of any length, so long as we have no 
other line to tom pare it with, bisect it, 
and since we know that the model is 
fastened at the center of No. z, a line 
representing No. r, must pass through 
this point. First,-get slope of line, re-
ga rdless of length. 
Second, - imagine a vertical line 
dropped from end of No. r to No. 2. 
Third-What part of the left end of No . 
2 is the part that the vertical line cuts 
off? 
Sketch it, hold up paper straight edge 
and on it place dots where lines from 
it, and you have exact measurements. 
\Ve get measurements on horizontal 
first, and now as the slope of No. r has 
been determined and drawn, we cut it 
off at the right place by drawing a ver-
tical line through the corresponding 
point where vertical line appeared to 
cut No. 2. 
Turn model, try it again and again in 
different posi tions, m easure and correct 
if necessary. 
Place model farther below the eye 
and sketch as before. 
Place at different distances above the 
eye and sketch it as though it were your 
only chance and you had no means by 
which to determine the relative length , 
other than the eye. 
Never allow yourself to careless! y 
jot down anything and depend on the 
ruler to measure it, or eraser to rub it 
out, so as to change it; better by far 
never see a ruler, or know of such a 
thing as an eraser. 
ARITHMETIC. VIII. 
Compound Jllumbers. 
H. B. BROW:\'. 
I N this asin all the other subjects given In dry measure we deal with "ca-by the writer, the elementary work pacity", and thus far this subject has 
is omitterl as it is di cussed by another not been discussed, hence the reason-
writer for THE TUDF.:\T. ing is from the unknown to the known. 
\Vere we to ask the question, u\Vi th The difficulty is the subject of clry 
which subject in Compound Numbers measure comes first in most of the 
l:!ould we be in?" the univer al answer arithmetics, hence is taught without any 
woull be, Dry :\lea ure. Yet the same thou rht of the relations of nurn bers. The 
teacher urges that '1\'e shall reason from learner need think but for a moment to 
the knou'll to the unknmun. see that the first topi is linear meas -
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ure, or measures of lengths. The French 
understood this in developing the met-
ric system. After measures of lengths, 
omes square measure. This deals 
with surfaces, or length and breadth. 
Then cubic measure, or measures of 
capacity. After this subject, any oth-
er may be discussed. There is no 
special order, excepting that Time and 
circular measure, not dealing with any 
of the others, should be considered last. 
The ordinary method of solution of 
problems in compound numbers, we 
think faulty. For example, suppose we 
have the problem,-
In 3 mi. 2 fur. 20 rds. how many rods? 
Such a problem is u ually solved as fol-
lows: 









The pro ess is 8 times 3 mi. which 
ought to give 24 mi., called furlong, 
the 2 furlong added to what according 
to the multiplication is miles and the 
re ult i called 26 furlong . \gain 40 
times what i called furlongs give rods. 
ny one can ee the fallac of uch a 
olution. It might lo well enough af-
ter the hild under·tand the entire ub-
ject, but to th be inner it certainly i 
wron . 
Let u e what the real . olution L. 
1. 1 mi. =8 fur. The ign = here 
reall mean quivalent to. 
2. 3 mi. =3 time· fur. =24 fur. 
3· 24 fur + 2 fur. = 26 fur. 
4· I fur. = 40 rds. 
5· 26 fur. =26X4o rds. =Io4o rds. 
6. Io4o rds. + 20 rds. = Io6o rds. 
. ·. In 3 mi. 2 fur. 20 rds. there are 
1o6o rds. 
The mental operations in this are just 
such as naturally come to the child, if 
its mind is not perverted. Every result 
i in the proper denomination, so that 
the final result must be correct. 
The sign ( X) is read times and not 
multiplied by. The objection urged 
against this is that it is too long. It 
must be remembered, however, that 
when the pupil understands one prob-
lem thus solved, he understand the 
whole of Reduction DescendiJw. After 
the subject is tlwrougltly under tood, 
then the problems may be solved in the 
shortest possible way. \Vhat is desired 
is that the child be able to give a reason 
for every step as it advances; then it 
will not be obliged to go over the same 
thing term after term. 
Reduce 585 pint to bu. 
1. 2 pts. =I qt. 
2. Ipt.=Yzqt. 
3· 585 pts.= 585X 3iz qt.=!j:.~"qts.= 
292 Yz qts. or 292 qts . I pt. 
4· 8 qts. =I pk. 
5· I qt.= .JB pk. 
6. 292 qt . =282 X j8 pk.·. = 292 pk. = 
36 4 pk . =26 pk . 4 qt . 
7. 4 pk. = 1 bu. 
8. I pk. = }.( bu. 
9· 36 pk . =36 X ?{bu.= 'ibu . =9bu. 
.. In 585 pt . there are 9 bu. 4 qt . 
I pt. 
Thi problem illu trate Reduction 
i\ · cndin r. In han in from one ta-
ble to another the prin iple, of P educ-
tion.\ en lin a and Reduction De.· end-
ina are ombined. 
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gr. 
r. I lb. Troy=s76o gr. 
2. 3olb. Troy=3o X S 76ogr. =I 7 28oo 
3· 7ooo gr.= I lb. A voir. 
4· I gr. =-.nloo lb. Avoir. 
S. I7z8oo gr. = I7 28oo X H~Ti lb. 
Avoir. = 1 H~,8° lb. Avoir. = 24H lb. 
.L voir. 
. ·. In 30 lbs. Troy there are 24H lb. 
A voir. 
It would be impossible to give a mod-
el problem under each table, and in fact, 
it would be wholly unnecessary. Multi-
plying problems would make the sub-
ject no clearer. 
One problem in s1uare measure and 
one in cubic measure will be given, be-
cause they will aid in illustrating Square 
and Cube Root. 
ly there must be some unit in square 
measure. Let us, then, assume that a 
surface I ft. long and I ft. wicle, which 
equals one square foot, be the unit of 
measure in Square measure. Any basis 
might be taken, but some unit mu ·t be 
taken, and for our problem, the auove 
is the most convenient. Then, 
I. A surface r ft. I ong and I ft. wide 
=I sq. ft. 
2. A surface rs ft. long and I ft. wide 
=IS X I sq. ft. =IS sq. ft. 
3 · A surface 1S ft. long and 3ft. wide 
=3 X 1 s sq. ft. =4S sq. ft. 
. ·. In a board r S ft. long and 3 ft . 
wide there are 4S sq. ft. 
It will be saicl by son:c that in the 
first equation feet arc multiplied by feet. 
Let such persons suggest some unit of 
How many sq. ft. in a board IS ft. measure, and by means of it, we an 
long and 3 ft. wide? build up a table that can so lve the prob-
From the principles in multiplication, lem. 
I st . The product must always be of the The same i true of .ubi measure. 
same kind as the multiplicand, and 2d, In a solitl 8 ft. long, o ft. wide, and 
The multiplier must be an abstract s ft. thick, how many cu. ft.? 
number, it will not do to multiply rsft. . A soli lIft. lon g 1 ft. wide, r ft. 
by 3 ft. and call the result sq. ft. thick = 1 cu. ft. 
In order to understand a problem of 2 . . \ solid S ft. long r ft. wide, 1 ft. 
this kind, the learner must know that a thick =8 X r cu. ft. - 8 u. ft. 
table cannot be formed without having 3· A solid 8 ft. lon g, G ft. "ide. r ft. 
a unit of measure. In Troy weight, the thick =6 X 8 n. ft. = 48 cu. ft . 
grain i the unit of mea ure; in Time 4· .\ solid 8ft. long, 6 ft. wide, 5 ft. 
mea ure the second is the unit of meas- thick =s X 4S cu. ft. - 240 ·u. ft. 
ure. In short a table cannot he made . ·. In a solid 8 ft. long, 6 ft. wide 5 
without a unit of measure· con. equent- ft. thi k, there arc 2 40 cu. ft. 
THE Ll C OF THE 
ALEXA:'\l>ER \\'1 CHEI.l. 
THE un affords u thirty-nine for- about the alleged -;low ·ooling of th · tieth · of all the warmth whi h we earth. To the ~un we owe the ntllnher -
enjoy and we feel quite unconcerned le · a tivitie of the or rani and inor-
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ganic worlds, and we feel quite inde- Kepler asserted that the firmament is 
pendent of the waning temperature of as fu ll of comets as the sea is of fishes, 
this dying ember which we call the and Newton conjectured that these 
earth. comets are the fuel carriers of the sun. 
The amount of heat dispensed by our 
solar orb is truly something the contem-
plation of which overpowers the imag-
ination. The rays vvhich fall upon a 
common burning glass, converged to a 
focus, speedily ignite a piece of wood. 
The heat which is received by a space 
of ten yards square is sufficient as to 
drive a nine horse power engine. The 
total amount of heat received annually 
by the earth would melt a layer of ice 
one hundred feet thick . As the solar 
heat is radiated equally in all directions, 
it is easily calculated that the total emis-
sion of heat from the sun is 2, 300 mill-
ions of times the whole amount which 
reaches our earth. 
Such an enormous expenditure of 
heat is ufficient to reduce the tempera-
ture of the sun two and one-fifth de-
grees annually. During the human 
period of 6,ooo year the temperatur 
would have been reducecl more than 
19,ooo degrees. At uch a rate of cool-
ing it is obviou that the un must sp ed-
ily cease to warm our planet ufficiently 
to sustain vegetable and animal life. 
Bat it is ertain that the un'shigh tcm-
Alas! we only know that the wandering 
comet, though flying in tantalizing prox-
imity to the sun, but accelerates its speed 
and hurries onward,· as virtue hastens 
past the vortex of ruin. Is it a chemi-
cal action which maintains the solar 
heat? The most efficient chemical ac-
tion for this purpose is combustion. 
Now, if the sun were a solid mass of 
coal, its combustion would only uffice 
for the brief space of forty-six centu-
ries to replenish the solar system with 
its vivifying influence . Is it the effect 
of the sun's rotation on his axis ? such 
rotation could generate no heat without 
the resistance of another body. Even 
if that other body were present, a cal-
culation based upon the sun's mass and 
his rate of rotation shows that the heat 
generated could only supply the expen-
diture for the space of one hundr d and 
eighty-three years. 
There exist nevertheless, a means 
of recuperation to the olar energy. It 
is not an exhau ·tie ·s resource, but it 
prolong · materially the period of the 
sun's acti\·ity. Though no comet ha 
been kno'lcm to fall into the sun, it is now 
peratur ha · been maintained during al- generally admitted that co micalmatter 
most counties· ages anterior to the com- i · raining down upon the un from ev-
m ncement of the human era. Those cry direction. 
titanic reptiles which ould luxuriate on- I e ide th~ planetary and ometary 
ly under tropi al warmth flourished a botlie · whi h revoh·e about the ·tm, it 
hundred thou ·and year · before the world is now demon. trated that the in terplan-
wa - prepared for man ; and tho::;c rank, etary space · are oc upied by maller 
umbrageous f rn who ·e forms we tra e ma ·e · of matter, from the ize of a 
upon the roof- ·hale f a oal mine. ex- meteorite to parti lc - f co mi al du t. 
i ·ted before the r ptilc h rde and puri - The ·e all are flowin'r ab ut the un in a 
fied the air for their re ·pirati n. cir lino· ·tr am but forever approach-
\\"hat un ·een cause ha - perpetuat d in<r nearer and nearer, until they are 
for a million of year tho ·olar fire ·? gradually drawn into the ·olar fir s. 
t. 
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The showers of meteoric hail which pelt 
our earth at certain periods of the year 
are merely cosmical bodies that have 
been diverted from their path in certain 
parts of her orbit. That faint cone of 
light which streams upward from the 
setting or the rising sun, near the time 
of the equinoxes, is but a zone of plan-
etary dust illuminated by the sun's rays 
-a shower of matter descending upon 
the solar orb, and rendered visible to 
finite quantity. Time enough willdrain 
the bounds of the solar system of all its 
wandering particles of planetary dust. 
What then will be the fate of the sun? 
The conviction cannot be resisted 
that the processes going forward before 
our eyes aim directly at the final extinc-
tion of the solar fire. Helmholtz says: 
''The inexorable laws of mechanics 
show that the store of heat in the sun 
must be finally exhausted." What a con-
us, like the rain sent down from a sum- ception overshadows and overpowers 
mer cloud and projected upon the clear the mind ! vVe are forced to contem-
heavens beyond. plate the slow waning of that beneficent 
Arrested motion becomes heat. The orb whose vivid light and cheering 
blacksmith's hammer warms the cold warmth animate and vivify the circuit 
iron. A meteorite falling through the of the solar system. For ages past un-
earth's atmosphere develops so much bounded gifts have been wasted through 
friction as to generate heat sufficient to all the expanding fields of space-wast-
dissipate the body into vapor. One of eel, I say, since less than half a billionth 
these cosmical bodies falling upon the of his rays have fallen upon our planet. 
sun must, by the concussion, produce The treasury of life and motion from 
about 7, ooo times as much heat as age to age is running lower and lower. 
would be generated by an equal mass of The great sun which, stricken with the 
coal. It is thus that the enormously pangs of dissolution, has bravely look-
high temperature of our sun is maintain- ed down with steady and undimue<l eye 
eel. upon our earth ever since organi.lation 
But the very mention of this sou rce of first bloomed upon it, is nevertheless a 
recuperation of exhausted solar energy dying existence. The pelting rain of 
suggests a limit to the process. For cosmical matter des -ending upon his 
how many ages can the cosmical matter surface can only retard , for a limited 
within the limits of the solar system be time, the encroachm~.:nts of the mortal 
rained clown upon the sun without com- rigors, as friction may perpetuate, ftH 
plete exhaustion? The space inclosecl a few brief moments, tht: vi tal warlllth 
by the orbit of :'{eptune is not infinite. of a dying man. 
The supply of cosmical matter i but a JldltfldiJI. 
THE .'CHOOL. OF C.\LIFOP .. L\. 
II. CL.\ \' FAUER, .\. II. 
IT is the undi puted claim of the Cali- ocean~. );or is this a \'ain IJoa:-,l, for 
fornian , that the ''(~olden 'tate' the sy"tem of education that obtai11:-. in 
has the best ·chools 'between the two our state has essential feature · who ·e 
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superiority cannot be gainsaid . Pre- during the same period, gave employ-
eminent among these are excellent laws, ment to . q8 teacher ·, whose average 
an abundant supply of money for the yearly salary was $823 . 65, and the 
maintenance of public schools, uncom- monthly salary, · 91.52. Pa adena, the 
monly rigid examinations of applicant most aristocratic as well as the most 
for certificates, and a spirit of progress· picturesque city of southern California, 
iveness that keeps the ambitious teach- had in its public schools, the past year, 
er fully abreast with the most advanced 1072 children, taught by 34 teacher s, 
thinkers in the realm of didactics. The whose salaries ranged from $6 7 5 to 
logical sequence of efficient school $z,ooo. The average monthly salary 
laws, liberal appropriation for educa- was $9 r.5o. Santa Cruz, one of the 
tional purposes, severe tests of profici- favorite summer resorts of the state, 
ency, and progressive ideas, is admira- where salubrious climate and cheap liv-
ble organization, good salaries, compe- ing are important items from a teacher's 
tent and enthusiastic teachers. standpoint, pays her teachers an aver-
The triple question of salaries, exam- age monthly salary of 68.5 5· The 
ination, and the prospect of securing monthly average of the male teachers' 
good positions as teachers, may be of for the current year is rr6.25. San 
paramount interest to those readers of Mateo county, one of the smallest 
THE STUDE T who may have turned their counties in the tate, has excellent 
eyes to the beautiful Sunset Coast. schools and pays its teachers well. The 
Hence a succinct discussion of the first- average salary paid is $64. 
named phase of the question of public Tulare county occupie a conspicu-
schools in alifornia, shall form the ou place in the educational affairs, in 
scope of this article. the upper an Joaquin valley. Elegant 
alifornia has more wealth in pro- s hool houses are the pride of our pea-
portion to its population than any other ple in city and country j and worthy 
state in the Union, and the teacher is t achers arc highly appreciated and 
not forgotten in the di tribution of hand omely paid. The highe l salary 
her native gold. uring the year end- paid in the county i ."'rso per month of 
ing June 30, r89r, there w re employ- twenty day · and th fortunate recipi-
ed in the schools of an Franci o 859 ent i the writer of thi · article. The 
t achers, 65 male an l 794- female . lowest alary i · ,. . 6o per month, and i 
Four of the e rc eived ,."zs o, the max- paid to an ob cure pedago ue in a re-
imum monthly alar and five r cei,·ed mote mountain di trict, where pupil· are 
40, th minimum. f the latt r ome few and per ·onal ex pen ·e in ignifican t. 
were a istants from the po t grauuate ther itie · might be enumerateu but 
cla and ome tea her · of a th salarie · of tea her · in citie · of 
av rage monthly alary wa · '1. . .p ; av- qual population are ·ub tantially the 
erage paid mal tea h r 129. 6 fe- ame, the intere ·t of thi arti le would 
male 77·4!. Twelve month con ti- not be promot d nor it · \'alue enhance 1 
tute the s hool year. Lo ... ngele a by a multipli at ion f ·tali · ti 
it ' ho e p 1 ulation xc ed so ooo, 
THE ZURCHER UNIVERSITY. II. 
G. H. FROMMHOLZ. 
W E called ourselves lucky to have students had entered the Director rose, found out so much during the every student following his example. 
clay. \Ve were punctually there next He gave us a short address, and then an-
day at 4 o'clock, but the room was emp- nounced that we should shake hands 
ty and no professor to be seen. He with him as a promise that we were go-
had changed his hours, we learned af- ing to abide the laws of this institution, 
terwards. However we succeeded in which I expect in this case m~ant-no 
getting hold of Prof. Stein within two duelling and no rows with the police. 
weeks, it took me four weeks and all my Then we were dismissed. But where-
obstinacy to have the pleasure of listen- where was the Senate. If the Director 
ing to Prof. Van Wyss. I told the Pe- was not the Senate, I have not seen it . 
dell once what comfort it would be to ·whether every student must go through 
a stranger to find a program somewhere 
announcing the time and place for all 
lectures; he conceded, but I do not 
doubt that all is as of yore. 
At last Friday morning had arrived, 
when the Senate were to pass judgment 
on me. The Senate! ! Of course I put 
on my best garments and an extra rib-
bon besides. \Ve called first on the Pe-
dell, who ushered us into the anti-cham-
ber where we found other students wait-
ing. The silence was only broken by 
the chattering of my friend and me. 
One after the other of the students were 
called out into the other room never to 
appear again. Then once more the 
head of the Pe.dell appeared and I was 
summoned. Entering a spacious apart-
ment he led me to a thick, large volume 
1 to write my name. 'Then I was told to 
sit down. lt was my ftrsf chance for a 
close examination of the room. The 
center was occupied by a large table at 
which perhap more than a dozen stu-
dent: were sitting. At the other end I 
recognize the figure of the Director who 
was bu -i ly writing .. \fter the last of the 
these ordeals, I do not know. I was a 
few days behind time ; probably there 
are still more ceremonies at the grand 
opening. They are anyhow not calcu-
lated to save the time of the student. 
\Ve were then told to go to the Can-
ton building, at l easlj~ mile distant, to 
deposit our matriculation fee of 20 fr s. 
($s .oo) . Returnin g with the certificate 
we received for it in return a certif1cate 
of matriculation, q uitc an elauoratc af-
fair, and a blank book with tl1e laws of 
the niversity and blanks for the reg-
istration of the lecture courses, that one 
may elect, and the signature of the or-
responding professors. Then we re-
turned to the Canton buil(ling to regi~­
ter for our lecture cour:;es an(l pay for 
Ll1em. Each lecture course has its own 
price. For one of the le lure uurscs 
I registered with 5 lectures a week, I 
paid $4-. oo,another with two lectures a 
week, auont ,·3.oo. Chemistry clming 
one term costs S2o. oo. The tuition 
paid at the-;e universitic-; is in con-.e-
quen e thereof no <kfinite sum. ' I he 
professors announced their lc lures ac-
THE ZURCHER UNIVERSITY. 
cording to thei r pleasure, and are not 
compelled to delive r them unless 3 stu-
dents have registered for them. I had 
the pleasure to elec t 3 or 4 of the courses 
(accidentally) which were not delivered. 
There were more than soo students 
at Zurich that semes ter, b ut as the num-
ber of p rofessors is large and there are 
no defi nite classes, the audience with 
one exception did not number 40, but 
usually was much b elow that number. 
There being no classes in our sense of 
the wo rd, there is also no class spirit 
and seemingly nothing known of class-
mates. I learned by and by to recog-
nize some faces but I never learned the 
name of any one whom I used to meet 
at these lectures. That seemed to be 
the usual way, although it may be part-
ly my fault, as I did not feel like offer-
ing a portion of m y limi ted time at 
Zurich at the shrine of social pleasure. 
\Ve were not conscio us of any rules 
o r regulations bu t the order was al-
ways faultle s. "'ach one at tended 
during th e lecture to his business while 
unin terruptedly would so und for th the 
voice of the p rofessor. N o goo d 
mo rning, no quizzes, no questions, no 
roll : the professor pu ts do wn his h at, 
and ' Iy gentlemen, ' yes, sometimes, 
"aml my ladies", wou ld be added 
One of the professors regula rly left the 
addition of the Ia t part to me; there 
were a dozen ladies in his lectur and 
my pride could not endure it to be so 
continually slighted . 
sides the University Building proper, 
lectures are delivered in the Botanical 
garden, in the Observatory, Physiolog-
ical, Physical, Pathological, Anatomic-
al and H ygienic Laboratories, in the 
hospitals, all separate buildings, and in 
the Insane Asylum, a good ways from 
the noise of the city. It takes nec-
essarily some time until a stranger is ac-
quainted with this complexity of build-
ings, and 'with the city itself. However, 
after some weeks I had gained this ac-
quaintance. I enjoyed my lectures very 
much. Two of my professors were very 
fine in their delivery as well as knowl-
edge of the subject. Some of the pro-
fessors h owever were so poor in their 
delivery that I would not have listened 
to them if the yet unknown wisdom 
of Solomon had come from th eir lips. 
The semester scarcely las ts longer 
than 3 months when the professors give 
their signature, and the Pedell, upo n an-
other payment of 6o cts. , makes out the 
certifi cate of a ttendance. No examina-
ti ons un til the studen t beco mes a cand i-
date for some degree. 
As fo r my own taste I pr efer the easy 
fr ee going way that I have found at Val-
parai o and other place , where I stud-
iec.l. The traight-jacket system that 
I met to ome extent last year was qu ite 
abominable to me. The re nece. sari ly 
must come at some time in the life of 
the indi \' idua l a period when he a sumes 
the full re pon ibility of hi own actions. 
I n the life of the German student the 
Lectures begin very early. I had an pe riou i oincident with hi · matricula-
ambition to get a sample of ea h le ture tion at the uni er ity. For better or 
course, but when I found out that one wor e he i his own rna · ter. .\ to the 
lecture began at 6 o'clo k, . )L about amount of diliO'en e of the German tu-
3 mile away from the ni \·er ·ity I had dent I well know that there are a ood 
to yi ld; it wa · nearly mor no w than I many that earne · tly impro\·e every op-
coulcl tand to be ready at 7-1 o A . i\1. portunity offered but I am inclined to 
The lectures end at 6 o'clock P . l\L Be- think that the American tudent i not 
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only more enthusiastic about his studies, ship between the "Kneipe bruder and 
but also more studious. While the lat- frats . " Many a hard saved and earned 
ter spends a good many evenings at his dollar, earned not by the student but by 
books the former sits in the "Kneipe" the parent, goes down the throat; many 
and with beer and song prepares his a precious hour is squandered, and worse 
brain for the next day's work and the than that, many a character is ruined in 
coolness of the social life in the univer- these Kneipes. 
sity is overcome by the glow of friend-
SIGM.Il PI M.llTJ-IEM.IlTIU.IlL .llSSOCI.IlTION. 
THE MATHEMATICIAN. 
W. J. H USSEY. 
THE mathematician whose chosen reason of the practical uses which may work lies in the domain of pure be made of them. This is especially 
mathematics has a singular fondness for true of such branches of mathematics 
expressing the results of his labor in as algebra, geometry, calculus and me-
sy mbolical form s. \Vhen expressed in chanics, all of which are founded upon 
this way the results are, as a rule, un- assumptions (axioms ancl principles), 
intelligible to all save the narrow circle universally recognized as tru e, and all 
of l.nvestigators who are working in the of which furnish numerous resu lts hav-
same field. To him and to them these ing ap1J1ications of the most practical 
symbolical results and the theorems character. So quietly are these appli-
which they embody are charmingly in- cations made that the world in general 
teresting. If his methods of investiga- loses sight of them and enti rely under-
ti on are flawless, they are logical con- rates their practical importance. 1 ot 
sequences of the assumptions upon which st:eing immediate applications, it con-
he has founded them. They establish eludes that all branches of mathetnatics 
nothing which is not implicitly contain- except the simplest elements of arith-
e<.l in the assumptions. metic are useless. Snch conrlusion: 
These assumptions may be cliviclecl are formed by persons who ·c knowledge 
into two cia es; those which agree of mathematical science and of the re-
with what e.·pericnce teaches as being lations whi hit sustains to other sri en res 
true and those which are not based on 
experience, but are purely fanciful. We 
shall con ider a few results arisin 'r from 
the e two classes of a. umption . 
\\'hen the as ·umptions of the mathe -
matician are tho e which experience 
teache a bein (r true, his result· 
al·o are tho e which agree with ex-
perience and they may l>e of value by 
and to pra tical affairs, is ex ecdingly 
imperfect. . ·uch on lu. ions are en-
tirely unwarranted and ought not for a 
mOIJlent to l.Je entertained. 
~[achincry shapes a multitude of 
things. ~lany of the ne e · ·ities ancl 
onveniences of daily life are its procl-
u t · , and without it the ost of many 
of these would l>c altogether l>eyond 
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our means. The mechanical engineer statements are true, can say that the 
designed the machinery, this he could time it indicates is correct? To this 
not have done without a knowledge of there is but one answer- the mathe-
mat)l.ematics and mechanics. matician who has applied to the princi-
The land is crossed in every direction ples of his science to astronomy. As-
by roads of steel. Smooth tracks, tronomers, by their patient and labori-
swift locomotives and comfortable cars ous investigations, based on a multitude 
make travel easy and enjoyable; strong of the most refined observations, have 
and commodious cars make it possible learned the motions of the heavenly 
for cities, no matter how widely separat- bodies with such accuracy that they are 
ed they may be, to carry on gigantic able to predict the positions these bod-
commercial transactions. All along ies will occupy in the sky for many 
these lines of steel the mathematician years to come. They have prepared 
has been at work. He has located the tables of these motions which give the 
roads across the plains and through the positions which the sun, moon, planets 
mountains ; he has determined their and principal stars will occupy at given 
grades; he has rounded their curves; times. And by means of these tables 
he has arched their tunnels with mason- they can, among other things, determine 
ry, strong enough to support the earth the _time by observing that a given body 
and rock above them; he has weighed is in a given position. By observing a 
the trains and their loads and designed number of stars, four, five, six or more, 
the bridges to support them, having and combining the results, the astrono-
carefully arranged all the parts and mer is able to determine the time to 
computed their sizes in order that they within much less than a tenth of a sec-
may safely carry the stresses imposed ond. He can do nearly as well by ob-
upon them. Surely the mathematician serving the sun but, in his fixed observ-
has here been of use. atory, he always u es the stars because 
But this is not all that he has done. the observations are more easily made, 
The trains glide along the tracks with more easily reduced and the results are 
great speed and are ever meeting and more accurate. Thus, by astronomical 
passing each other. This they do with observation, the time may be determin-
such great preci ion that accident are ed and in no other way can it be accu-
comparatively few- so few in fact, that rately determined. onsequently, the 
on the average only one passenger out railway and all who u e accurate time 
of a million and a half loses hi life. mu t ultimately depend upon the a tro-
This precision is due to their being con- nomer for it, that is, they mu t depend 
trolled by a clock at some central ta - upon the mathematician for it. 
tion. ut who control that lock? (Continued next montlz.) 
\ ho with entire confi ence that his 
This i one of the mo t intere ting 
departments of THE TUDE. T, an I it i 
only made so by the co-operation of its 
r~ader . Let us all feel free to send in 
any querie or an corre pondence that 
may be of intere t to the A ociation . 
end all your communications to THE 
STUDE T, Valparaiso, Ind. 
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QUERIES . 
23. A tree 100 feet high stands in water 10 
feet deep; in breaking, the top part enters the 
water 20 feet from the perpendicular part. Find 
the length of the two parts of the tree. 
L. M . N. 
24. A tree roo feet high stands on the side of 
a hill. It breaks and the top strikt:s 35 feet down 
the hill; and, if a line be drawn at right angles 
from the base of I he stump to the part uroken ,,ff, 
it will be 20 feet long. Find the part broken oft. 
J. E. L. 
25. A bridge is 10 feet long; over it is an arc: 
from the center of the bridge to the center of the 
arc is 3 feet. What is the length of the arc? 
M. M. YE\VEI.I .. 
A SWERS . 
19. The values a re indeterminate IJecau e all 
the equations are dependent, i. e., each one i 
dependent upon or may de derived from the oth· 
er two. 
There is no other way of determining that there 
are but two independent equations, than hy show 
ing that one is derivable by means of the other 
two. 
20. Solution T.-Tn thi . solution the 20 feet 
given as the width of the gap, al o the 25 feet , 
the portion of the rope beyond the gap, are con-
sidered as chord-s of the circle. 
Let 0 represent the cen-
ter of the circle, A and B 
the points at each side of 
the gap,C and D the points 
the same right lines with 
an,] B re pectively. And 
let E represent the point 
25 feet from A where the 
hor e touches the circle on 
the out ide. 
I. Then, sin~ A 0 B = ~ ~= I33333 
2. . . ~ A U B - 7 degrees 39 minutes 44 
seconds. 
3· A. 0 B - IS deg. 19 min. 28 ec. 
15 deg. 19 min. 28 ec. 
4· . ·ector 0 D - --------X 
360 deg. 
3.1416X 10o 2 
5· ·ector 0 CD l ~ ·~~aou.X3 · 1416X 10,ooo 
-= 1337 ·3 [ 
6. 'ircle E A B 3·14r6X 75 2 =-- t767 1.5 
7· 'ector 0 A ll r~U8 06 of I7671.5 -
752.24 
Large sector - small ec tor = I 33 7. 3 1 
752.24~5 5·07 
9· 'in% AU E = 1 h~ ~ 1 66667 
ro. ~ A E = 9 deg. 35 min. 39 ec. 
1 I. A 0 E ~19 tleg. 11 min. I ec. 
19 cleg. 11 min. 1 ec. 
12. ector 0 E A ~ ---------X 
36o deg. 
I 7671 $=941.91 
I3 . Triangle 0 E A =12 5X 73 ·95=924-37 
14. Sector-Triangle=941.9 1- 924.37=17. 54 
15. 0 A E =90 deg.-9 cleg. 35 min. 39 sec. 
= 8o deg 24 min. 21 sec. 
I 6. E A C = I8o cleg.-8o d eg. 24 min. 21 
sec. =99 deg. 35 min. 39 sec. 
99 deg. 35 min. 39 Sl c. 
17. Sector E A C = -------- ~ 
360 cleg. 
3.1416X 25 2 = 543.20 
IS. 543 -20 - 17-54=525 66 
19. 525 .66 X 2=1051.32 
20. I767I.S + 105I.32 I 585.07=19307.89 sq. 
ft., required area. S. F. O'Riordan. 
Solution II. - It is here taken that the 20 feet 
given as the width of the 
gap, Q P, and the 25 feet, 
the portion of th e rope he-
yond the gap, are to be 
mea ured on an-s of the eir-
e! . 
The horse will graze over 
(I) the sector 0 1 A . I' 
(ll) the sector R 0 ·, (liT) 
the twe quadrants R Q V 
and S 1' T and (I\' ) the 
two areas P N T and Q M V. 
I. ector Q MAN l' = 3· I4I 59X75X 75 
75 X 2o 
--= 16921.44 
2 
IT. Sector R 0 S ==-soX R s,..soY l= 
I333·33 
111. Quadrants R Q V + S P T-
3 14I59X 25 X 25 
- - - - """ 981.75 
2 
IV. Call that part of the rope, P T, not in con · 
tact with the circle,p, and the angle made II} the 
raclius,drawn to the point of contact, with • ' ,x; 
then p ~75x. Now if the rope move throu~h a 
small angle, incr. x, the figure between the two 
positions of the rope and the evolute may he con -
sidered ultimately a· the ·ector of a circ le. It. 
area will then be ~p 2 incr. x. li enee, to ob-
tain the area N P T, we have but to integrate !2 
p~dx, r ~ J<: S62Sx 2 dx, since p- 75x, bct,~een 
the proper limits . These limits are oll\iou ·ly o 
and angle P N, or o and .YJ. Integrating, P 
T-34.72 
lienee the required area is 1692 I ·44 1333·33 
9 ' 1.75 69.44 19305.96 B 
21. By Algebra. 
Let x, y and z numb r of appl . at 4, ~, 
and~ cents, respectively. 
Then 1. x y -+ z- 20 
2. 4X ~ 20 
3· 16x y 2Z 
4· 2X 2y 2z- o 
5· '4" y- 40 
6. y-I4X 40 
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7. (3-I). ISx+z=6o 
8. z=6o-I5x 
Let x =I, 2, 3, 4, 5· 
then y =-26, -I2, 2, I6, JO. 
and Z =45, 30, I5, o, - IO. 
The third condition is the only one in which 
the results are all "vhole numbers and greater 
than o, . ·. X=3, y=2, and z =IS. 
Ry Arithmetic. 
Diff. Bal. Sum. 
1
4 I 3 I I 2 I I I 5 I 6 "I 
I ~~;Y.i' 314 14 .Yz Yz I 2 I 30 30 
40 
40:20:: 6: 3) . ·. 3, 2, and IS are the 
40:20:: 4: 2 t numbers resp~ctively. 
4o:2o::3o:I5 J 
22. $roo- $90= $I·o,gain on first transaction. 
$ roo-$95=$S, " " second " 
$ro+$5= $IS, entire gain. 
PROGRAMMES. 
28. Oct. 24. 
Harmonica] Progression, Carroleane Tyrrell 
Exs. 2, 6, 8, I I, I4 and 19, Pages 279-80- 81 
History of the Platonic School, C. M. Jansky 
29. Nov. 7 
Mahtematical Induction, 
Exs. 1- 12, inclusive. 
History of the Peripaletic School, 
30. Nov. 21. 
T. I. Packard 
Pages 284- 8s 
J. D. French 
Permutations and Combinations, J. C .' McGhee 
Exs. 2, s, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 14 and 16. Pages 
2 94-S· 
History of the Sceptic School, H. S. Ward 
31. Dec. S· 
Permutations and combinations, Addie Clark 
Exs. 19, 2I, 25, 28, 30, 32, 34, 3S, 38, and 40. 
Pages 29 S-6 7. 
History of the Cynic School, E. F. O'Riordan 
THE EDITOR. 
Dr. S. H. Peabody, ex-president of 
the University of Illinois, will serve as 
Director of the Department of Liberal 
Arts of The World's Fair. 
State Supt. Vories is able to be in his 
office again, and is slowly coming back 
to health. One of his recent decisions 
is to the effect that trustees of an incor-
porated town can compel pupil to 
buy the adopted books and tudy music 
when it is one of the branches in the 
regularly adopted cour e of study, on 
penalty of expulsion for refusal. 
the afternoon, while others showed how 
the incubation was done and expressed 
their conviction of the viability of the 
brood. · At the end of the exhibition, 
he arose and said he had been wishing 
that the association could hear John 
Tyndall give a lesson in the ragged 
schools of London. ·what Mr. Henkle 
had in mind was this : Professor Tyn-
dall used to take a handful of magnets, 
or a pocketful of rock-candy into the 
schools and talk to the urchins about 
magnetism or crystalization. As long 
as Tyndall would talk, the boys would 
The Knowledge that is of most Worth. listen, ju t as they would were one of 
ome year ago, when the pedagogic their own number tellino- orne tory of 
world had ju t gone through the incuba- the street . ny one \vho has read one 
tion period of object le on and had of Tyndall book , The Forms of \\'a-
entered the cackling tage the writer ter for example can under tand how 
attended a meetino- of the .. . E. that could be. \Ybate,·er he ee he 
Teacher ' A ociation at Cle,·eland. sees w}th wonderful clearne and his 
The late \\ illiam D. Henkle wa pre ent di posal of the proceed of hi lecture 
and sat with hi usual patience throurrh in our own ea tern citie , how. how 
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much he wishes others to see what he into a puppet-show than this; but tbe 
sees. But the chief thing that made worst feature about it is, that no subject 
him the great teacher that he was, was fitted to the schools needs any adapting, 
his thorough and intimate knowledge of as Dr. Harris says, to the schools. Sup-
any subject 'vbich he proposed to teach. posing the teacher to have the necc:-
And it was not a knowledge in the sary requisites, good a\·erage intellect11-
clouds, but so thorough that it compre- a! ability, a real intcre ·t in the welfare 
hended the ragamuffin's work!, lifting of hi pupil s, what President Garfield 
that world up into a real connection once called gumption, that he may man -
with the world in which live the king:; age well, an equipment whi ch no school 
of thought. Thi s is a matter that no can supply, and it may be safely aflirm -
young teacher should ever lose sight of. eel that any failure comes from inadc-
Socrates used to say that any person is quate kn owledge of tl1 c subjects taught. 
eloquent upon any subject that he un- Any teacher can be l1isown examiner 
derstands; by which Socrates meant, in this matter; indeed, no one but th e 
that any one can make another see what 
one sees clearly oneself. In the Sep-
tember Forum, President Jordan has th e 
same thought, when he doubts if a real -
ly great investigator wa · ever a poor 
teacher. Of course, something more 
than a mere knowledge of the subjects 
to be taught, is necessary to successful 
teaching; yet, still, it is very certain 
that nothing can take the place of it. 
nd the knowledge must be real; it 
must be a knowledge of the subject, not 
about the subject; of firstintentions,not 
second, as the old schoolmen used to 
say. " othing," says r. \Villi am T. 
Harris, ( Hegel's Logic, p. 55. ) "so sure-
ly drives the living pirit of in ight out 
of a system a to adapt it for use in 
schools"; and the remark applies to the 
so-called common bran he· a well as 
to systems of philosophy. It is in this 
way that the methocli t get in their bad 
work. They keep insisting that there is 
some be t way of presenting the subject; 
and that after the young teach r ha · 
some good ma terj of hi subject, he 
must still haYe ome authoritative wa 
of pre enting it or it will not reach the 
spot in the pupils mental make-up. 
othing will more surely turn the school 
teach er can tell any thing about it, no 
examiner, nor any body of examiners. 
If the teacher can meet his lasses, as 
he once met hi s mother, so full of l1is 
subject that he 111ust tell it, or be tor -
tured ; there can be no que;,tion of his 
success. But his fullne ss must be of 
his subject not of something else, meth-
od, or psychology, or what not. lie 
mu . t not, as Lowell make · .Apollo say 
of his pythones , "err from not know-
ing if 'twas I or mere wind through 
her tripod was blowing.'' 
\Vhat the young teacher mu st clo is 
simply this: he must get his school-
knowledge of the subjects to be taught 
in some class managed by some teach-
er of acknowledged ability in the prem-
ises, and then work at the subjectswith 
an eye single to their mastery, remem -
bering that no s hoot an make a mas-
ter, and that the gods give all good 
things to him that works. . 'cek, and 
ye slza!l find· kno k, ancl it s/uz/1 be 
opened unto you." But the opcninrT is 
always in the future, fir;,t one door and 
then another. At the end of one open-
ed avenue is always a loscd gate. The 
known ahvay. ends · but the unknown 
open t him who has faith to kno k 
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and wait till the warder in his own good in the preparation of a lesson, as to see 
time turns the key. that too much has not been used. 
Dawdling. 
One of the incidental advantages re-
sulting from examinations is the drill 
they afford in the practice of prompt 
and speedy work-of thinking under 
The L eland Stanford Jr. University. 
The opening ceremonies of this great 
institution of learning occurred at Palo 
Alto, Cal., October r. 
As an individual benefaction, this is 
pressure. one of the noblest and most generous on 
Again and again some student reports record. The endowment is twenty mill-
to the writer, "I have spent so many ion dollars. 
hours on this lesson," or "I worked till Four hundred forty students, ninety-
midnight over that point," as if that 
alone were commendatory or could be 
considered an evidence of good student-
ship. The simple fact is that the prac-
tice of trifling dreamily for an hour 
over a point that might be mastered in 
fifteen minutes' rigorous work is injuri-
ous and reprehensible in the highest de-
gree. It is the invariable experience of 
teachers that those students acquire the 
most power whose time is so fully occu-
pied with varion tasks that they are 
con tantly obliged to husband it. The 
pupil with one or two studies rarely or 
never doe as well as he who has three 
or four be ause the former fall to 
dawdling while the latter learn to fo u. 
hi. powers and with effect. It is re-
markable what might there i in con-
entration, ancl what wcakne in diffn -
ion. The s lar ray who e warmth 
is arcely felt when collected by Er-
i on refl ector, were amply uffi i nt 
to work a thr e-h r ·e-power engine. 
If a tudent pends half an hour o\·cr 
the olution of a problem that he houlcl 
have ma:t reel in fi,·e minute h ha 
utt rly failed to lerive th greate t bene-
fit from that problem. 
It w uld be a wi plan for tea her 
to inquir lo ly int the method . of 
tmly of th in th ir harge not . o 
mu h to e that time en u 7 h i pent 
five of whom are girls, have been ad-
mitted to the various classes of the uni-
versity. Fully one thousan 1 one hun-
dred applications have been made for 
admission to the institution. 
Seven years ago enator Leland Stan-
ford lost, by death, his only son. The 
university has been erected as a memo-
rial to that son. It is the chief object 
in life to Senator tanford . It repre-
sents twenty years' thought and tudy by 
a practical and broad minded man. It 
is the means by which he hopes to make 
his great fortune of direct benefit to the 
youth of California. He has had in 
view mainly the large cla s of boy 
and girls who desire to make their own 
way in life. 'Vhile the higher education 
will not be neglected, the greate t atten-
tion will be given to tho especial stud-
ies which will enable students to clo 
omething for their own upport a soon 
a they are graduated. or this pur-
po e the school in mechanic art in 
manual training and in all the cien es, 
will be made the mo · t perfect in th 
country. The olle ti.on already . e-
cured in botany, mineralog · and reol -
o y are among the mo t valuable in 
the worll ; and in the o th r ci n e. 
the olle tion and apparatu. wi ll in 
time b quall · perfe t. 
'enator tanford · on ha 1 always 
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shown the keenest interest in mechanics 
and though only seventeen, he had de~ 
veloped a plan for a great museum which 
should be free to the people, and should 
be used to aid boys who were learning 
trades. After his death, his father de-
termined to put into practice the plans 
of his son. A special act of the Cali-
fornia legislature permitted the convey-
ance to trustees of property for the en-
dowment of an educational institution. 
A board of trustees was appointed; a 
site near Senator Stanford's country 
residence was selected ; and the neces-
sary buildings were erected. 
The architecture of the buildings is an 
adaptation of the California missions 
low buildings, with heavy walls, an<; 
roofs of tile. They are built of cream-
colored sandstone, are fourteen in num-
ber, each adapted to some especial de-
partment or purpose, and all handsome-
ly fitted up and equipped with every-
thing necessary for the comfort, con-
venience, and help of those who arc to 
teach and to study there. 
Much of the nccess of the final ar-
rangement is due to the great executive 
ability and energy of the pre ·ident, Dr. 
David 'tarr Jordan. 
Pre. ident Jordan is known to all 
\Vestern teacher · as the man \vlw has 
made the "Cniver ity of Indiana what it 
is. He is not only one of our most em-
inent cientists, but is a man of broad 
culture progres. in! an<l far-seeing. and 
well fitted to stand at the head of such 
an in titution as Leland . tanford J r-
"Cniver ity. 
Chas. Stewart Parnell 
wa: born at . \Y ndate, Ireland in 1 ~46 . 
He recei' ed hi education at Caml.Jrid •rc , 
ngland. 
He entered Parliament in 187 5· He 
is the author of the Irish Church Act 
Amendment Bill, which had for its ob-
ject, the assistance of the tenantry of 
Ireland to the purchase of their holdings. 
Though the Bill was defeated it brought 
Parnell into prominence, and 111ade him 
leader of the :w-eal led' ·obstructionists" 
in Parliament. In 1879 he fonndecl the 
Irish National Land League. This or-
ganization hact two main purposes in 
view, viz. -( I ) To bring about a reduc-
tion of rack-rents, (2) to faci Ji tate the 
gaining of ownership in the lands by the 
tenants . He visited America in the 
interest of this organization, and suc-
ceeded in raising a large sum of money 
in its b ehalf. 
In r88o he was returned for three con-
stituencies, and chose to sit for Cork 
City. In tl1c same year information., 
were laid against him l>y the [ ri sh . \ t 
torncy Ceneral. Though, after the trial 
the jnr} clisagr ·cd, the I .and I .eaguc wa~ 
declared by the governntent to be an il -
legal as-;ociation.and Parnell \\";ts arre'>t 
ed and carried to J(i!nt ainklln jail. I li ., 
release was ·;oon dfected and he partici-
pated in the sessi1>ns of 1 XX.), and "as 
larvely instrumental in procuring the 
passage of the .\rrears .\ct, and the 
Tramways and I .al>orer-;' .\ct. 
1-I ~.:: afkrward n:,·i , t'd the I .and 
I .eague, under the name of thL ,ttiun-
al League. 
H e was le.Hler of the I rish l'arliallten -
tary party in 1XS4 X_:;, and. nppnrted 
c; lads tone in his fa11Hilh Ill)llll' I' 11 k 
• 'cheme. 
Thn-; far his history i-; that ot a pa-
triot and stak-.;man. I I o1wr 11 eftdne s. 
power, were lti:, but ala-;: .. .. ~r ·atlll' ·. 
thy name i · \\'eakne:s." !.ike llntttl ·. 
' he was beguiled... The fa.,t \ear of 
his life \\'as a strng~k to !Jl.tint.ain his 
leader. hip when he had cc~hed to ht: 
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worthy of it, and had been deserted by knowledge of commercial paper in all 
most of his best and noblest friends. its ordinary forms, and that he under-
'Ve must honor his patriotism and stands the law governing ordinary busi-
statesmanship, and deprecate his viola- ness transactions. The young man who 
tions of morality. Mr. Parnell's influ- reaches the age of fifteen, and who may 
ence upon the political status of Eng- then "go to school of winters only", 
land, can not be overstated, and his ought to be thoroughly familiar with the 
part in the struggle for Irish liberty will general idea of business. And yet, there 
render him a prominent figure in histo- is not one out of a hundred who could 
ry. The political situation will not be with any certainty, draw up a very sim-
materially affected by his death for the ple note for the simplest loan of fifty 
reasons before intimated. dollars. This is not because of the dul-
ness of the student, or the fact that his 
The Teacher as a Business Man. time of attending school is so much 
If teaching means any one thing more broken, but is wholly the fault of his in-
than another, it means systematizing, structors, who can not give correct as-
and the teacher of all persons, should be sistance upon anything that they them-
the one who has the most method in his 
work and who pursues the most system-
atic and definite plans. This demands 
that teachers should have the very best 
business knowledge and business hab-
its; and yet, they are more deficient 
than any other class in business habits 
and even business knowledge. 
The subject of percentage and com-
mercial paper in general is the poorest 
unclerstoo 1 of any subject taught in our 
schools. There is more complaint about 
it at Teachers' Ieeting and Teachers' 
Institutes, and there are more call ~ for 
help on this than on any other one thing. 
At ordinary examination for teach-
rs or examinations for pupil who are 
lo ing their work in the ubject of 
arithmetic, there will be more failures 
in Percentage and ... ommer ial Paper 
than on any oth r subject. Thi all 
om s of a lack of bu in s know ledge 
and busine habits amonrr the tea hers. 
The tudy f book-keeping would cor-
r t thi ' liffi ulty very mu h but not 
entirely. E\'ery teacher hould ee to 
it that he i a quainted with the be t 
pn -ine m thods an l that h ha a 
selves are ignorant of. Every teacher 
should make it a point, himself, to trans-
act in the legitimate way, all business 
that he can. By making a careful study 
of notes, drafts and commercial pa-
per in general, watching transactions 
with care in his own family and in 
neigh boring families, he can, in a few 
months at least, make him elf fairly com-
petent, and thus be prepared to not on-
ly protect his own business but a~sist 
his pupils. 
A fair knowledge of bu ine s methods 
and bu ine s forms on the part of the 
people in general, would do away with 
nine-tenths of the litigation which we 
have. ·while there till mu t be plenty 
of work for the courts and lawyer , as 
matters now are they have more busi-
ne · than should properly o to them. 
Fully ninety per cent. of allliti o-ation oc-
urs becau e of the ign ranee of the 
parti s who are invol\'ed in it. 
Campbell and McKinley. 
hi 611 clin o- to the old time cu -
tom of joint ui cu ion durina politi al 
am ai rrn . 
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The giants who bared their intellectu-
al anns and made battle b efore the Buck-
agers h ave decided that the proposed 
exhibit shall consist of three distinct 
eye multitude this year, were Governor departments, viz., I. An bi storical dis-
Campbell and Mr. McKinley, the au- play presenting the progress of schoo l 
thor of the famous McKi nley Bill. The legislation; the influence of private en -
reputation of these men gave promise terprise in education al development; 
that knock-down blows would be dealt what charitable and religious institutions 
in the contest, but strange to tell, the 
conflict lacked spirit, and was, to say 
the least, comparatively mild. The 
real point at issue between the two great 
parties were scarcely touched. 
Some of the details of the McKinley 
Bill were discussed, and personal allu-
sions were bandied back and forth, with 
but little effect. The real point of dif-
ference between these combatants on 
the Silver question was elaborated by 
Mr. McKinley, but the tariff issue was 
not argued on its merits by either of 
them. \Ve are of opinion that the large 
crowd of voters who listened to these 
famous disputants went from the meet-
ing with their political faith unchanged. 
There was nothing in it to influence an 
intelligent voter to change his politics. 
This being true th e question very per-
tinently arises, what good came of it? 
\Vell, it is a good thing to have the 
people see and hear their champions, as 
they face each other on the platform. 
It tends to cultivate a spirit of fair-
ne s in partisan politics. 1isrepresen-
tation is more difficult, and falsehood, 
which has accomplished su h wond e rs 
in American politics, is placed at a di s-
advantage. " re incline to the belief 
that joint debates are to be en ourag-
ed so long a: the :peaker: are of such 
ability and chara ter as to place them 
above demagogism and personalities. 
Indiana s Educational Exhibit in 1893. 
The 'ommittee of Education of th e 
lndiana Board of the \Vorhl' s Fair ?\Ian ~ 
have done; the progress and general 
character of teachers ; the growth of 
public sentiment ; the hi story of school 
appliances of all kinds. 
II. A statistical display presenting 
facts relative to courses of study, aver-
age attendance, character of teachers 
and school officers, etc. 
III. The display of the work of the 
schools. 
To get the matter before the schools, 
to interest pupils, teachers, patrons and 
scho ol officers in this important matter, 
Mrs. Harrell, Sec'y of the Committee, 
has proposed tbe followin g plan to be 
followed out in tbe schools of the state, 
and the scheme has received the endors-
ment of th e State Departm ent of Pub-
lic Instru ction . 
The fourth Fri rlay in To vc111ber, 189 1, anclthc 
eleven th day of F e !Jrunry, \Vashi ng ton's birthday 
(u ld s tyle) I8c)2, a re to he set apart a!-:i I•,xpos itiun 
days, o n which a progra m of patriotic, historical 
and social exerci cs i: to l1e 1·enderecl ],y the 
school. For the first Exposition I )ay it is sug· 
gc: teclthe schools tal·e UJ> the study of the l ife of 
Columbus, hi-; voyages ancl di<;coveries, also pa-
triotic wngs, recitations and facts; l>y pupils and 
teac her, relating to the Columbian E xposition . 
Fur the second day let the exercises he uf much 
the same ~·harancr-historicn.lly treating of the 
"ar of l nclepl'nclencc ancl progn.:ss of the. at inn . 
( )n each of these days, a collection is to ],c tak 
en n.s fo llows : 
!•rom the pupib, one cent; from the tc:~ehcrs, 
ten cenb: from the principals <~f high . ch••ols, 
t11enty fi,e ccnts; from County Superintcncknt , 
'ity !-luperintcndt:nh, Tu11 n ·hip Tru ·tees, and 
ntt.:ml,ers of ~chool Hoards of Tuwns and Citit.:~, 
and 'ollege l'rof~:s or..: and L'rc,idt:nts, fifty cents. 
This nwncv culln:ted bv lht: lc:lclll'ris toLe 
turned on:r t,·, some l>llt: so..:leded l•y the ·.,ulltj 
!-'upo..:rin cndcnt in each schu<~l cnq•<>ration, who 
11 ill turn it ,,1·er t<1 thc ( 'ounty . ·,q,l:rillkndrnt , 
who 11 ill then forward it [I) ll ervcv ll . \ 'urrcs, 
. 'uperintendent of Public I nstntction:lnrli.tnapolis, 
Ind., who will receipt fur it. The aggn:gn.tc thu · 
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collected will in turn be turned over to the Treas-
urer of the Educational Committee of the World's 
Fair Commis ion. 
This money will be used for the educational 
exhibit only, and will he duly credited to the 
school children and tea ·hers of the state . By 
this manner of concerted action, indiana will be 
plttced in a position to i11aintain her merited van· 
tage ground heid by her in the educational c.on· 
test \Yith her sister states at l'hiladelphia in the 
Exp(rition of 1876. 
THE SCHOOL. 
Shall we have a reunion in '93? So 
far as I know this project originated 
with some of the members of the class 
of '8r, and something like an organiza-
tion was effected and some details 
agreed upon. 
In a circular letter issued over a year 
ago other classes were invited to join 
them and the matter was freely discuss-
ed by those alumni who were here last 
August, and every body was enthusias-
tic over it. THE STUDE rT has been re-
peateclly asked to take it up, and willing-
ly promises to lend every aid in its 
power. One thing we an do :-we can 
promise you a royal welcome. Now let 
11s put our heads togeth r and pr pare 
for the reunion if we are to have one. 
\\'ill those·of the class of '8r who have 
the matter in charge let us know just 
what has been done so far? .\nd will 
e,·ery graduate from this schoQl who 
reads this let u · know at once what he 
thinks of the feasibility of the plan, and 
how, in hi s opinion, it had best be car-
ried out? I cl like to hear from just as 
many as pos ·iblc. \Vbat do) ou say? 
The chief literary event of the term 
wa undoubtedly the lecture of Prof. 
Julius E. Olson before the candinavi-
~n so iety, on old orse literature, his-
tory antl mythology. 
The o a ·ion was the annual elcbra-
tion in honor of Leif Erihon who, it i · 
claimed by .'candina,·i an generally, wa · 
the 11rst white man who set foot on 
.\merican soil. 
Crescent, 
Ex. Pre:::;. E. E. om b. , cla- ic of '' 9 
i · prin ipal of the High School at or-
ento Ill. 
The talk given by Prof. Carver on 
our schools was both interesting and in-
structive and was well appreciated by 
all who heard it. 
Among the lately elected members 
are C. E. Noble, P. H. :Moroney, Eu-
gene Peaveler, J. P. Frantzen, A. L. 
Barthel, J. F . Easter, \V. D. Millikin, 
Clara McKinstry, \V. D. Brode and 
Marie Adams. .'\. . C. P. 
The Star. 
\V. H . Tompson, one of our best elo-
cutionists, is now teaching elocution at 
Cheholi:, \Vash . He has had fine suc-
cess both in teaching and giving public 
readings through the west. 
::\Iisses ::\[ary \\"ertman and Minnie 
Prout, two of our music l eople and 
graduates of tl1e musical department of 
this in ·t ituti on, have returned and en-
tered upon other work in the schooL 
Their many friends extend to them a 
h earty welcome. 
Louis Zoch we are glad to hear, has 
a splendid po:.ition in the Sunny South. 
}fe is teacl1ing at Salem, .\Lt. , and is 
well pleased \\ ith his work. 
~ r . C. Stott has been re-ekcted prin-
cipal of the public schools of Burrton, 
Kansas. The people of Burrton recog-
ni.~.e his al>ility and appreciate the en-
ergy and ,·im with which he goe · at hi 
work. 
The greate ·t noYel ty of the society 
thi: term wa-; a program executed entire-
ly by ladie , which was 1-,'i\·en the fifth 
meeting. Those who took part in the 
literary part of the exerci:::;es were :\Irs. 
Ca.rTer, ~Iis'iCS .~arah Ream \rertie 
\\' arficld .. \n na Coc1per an<l 'lara .\llen. 
I am unable to gi,·e the name::. of tho·e 
who furnished tl1e rn u ·i · f r the even-
ing. The program: both literary an 1 
mu->i al, were e -cdlent; antl e\·en· one 
who heard them wa: highly grat-ified . 
The uni' er:;al Y •nlict is that it wa. one 
of the be · t mee in&: of the term. 
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AMONG THE MAG.AZI ES. 
It i s worth everybody's while to buy 
the November \VwE AwAKE, for three 
n o table features : Titc BtJ)'iwod of Ha'Zo-
t!zonzc, by his relative, ::\Irs. Richard 
1anning of Salem, 1\Iass., which is full 
of family anecdote and gives a photo-
graph of the first portrait painted of 
H awthorne; the closing hapters of 
Margaret Sidney's famous Peppers seri-
al; and No!tw, a ballad by l\lrs. Laura 
E. R ichards, giving the tragic :,tory of 
the bearer of Raglan's dispatch to Lu-
can's L(![id Bn;~[atlt, w1H~n they made 
the famous clwrge at Balaklava. 
Miss I abel F. Hapgood who has 
tran slated a large nnmber of Tolstoy's 
b ooks writes on Count To!slo)' at .!.lome, 
in the ATLANTIC for 1 ovember. Prof. 
\ V. J. Still man's paper on Journalism 
a n d Literature will be read with disfavor 
b y the journalist, and by the litterateur 
with delight. Lafcadio ]learn has a 
paper on life in Japan and James Brad-
ley Thayer writes on A People wit/tout 
L aw-the Indian: . There are also 
some excellent storie:. 
T ile Isles of .~.lfany 1Vamts i<:. the title 
given to an intere. ling description of the 
Canary I lands which forms the open-
ing article in PE1 EP. o. ·'s ~I\(: \ZL · E for 
ovember. The re t of the number is 
mainly given to a number of exception-
ally interesting stories and short articles 
on home decoration. 
The publishers of (~OOJI liE \L'I 11 an-
nounce that their ·nb cription li ·t has 
more than trebled sin ·e the beginning 
of the nrrent year. It is a deserved-
ly popular journal. 
In THF FoR ·:-.1 for. ·ovember Edward 
:\. Freeman, the English hi:torian. the 
highest livin r authurity )H.:rhap · on the 
subje t, e.·plain the political . i ua ion 
in Europe, pointin~ out the specific. 
dancrers to peace. \nothL:r remarkable 
arti le will app ar in the :atne IHlllllJer 
on the annie · and p 1li i · of Enrop , 
from an . mcrican point oi view, by 
• Ir. \rilliam P. Thayer vho re onl · 
the results of studies recent] y made in 
Europe of the politicaland military sit-
uation . These two articles together 
made a complete review of the present 
European situation, and gi\·e a clear 
understanding of the statu~ of each of 
tl1e great powers. 
The I•:W E rc; 1..\N I) l\[ \C \/,1:\ E is 1111-
cloubtedly the leading illustrated month-
ly pub lished outside of ~ew \'ork ( 'ity. 
The most striking article in tl1C ovcm 
ber number is the initial paper on Till' 
Ffomc a11d Ht.wnls (~l ~mud!, by Frank 
B. ~anborn. Other interesting arti lcs are Titc ._<)tart ji-om Dt([1ilil7'm, A Fut-
ure A.~ ... riot!lurc and TVit_1' litr' )'oulit il'llJ 
drfm!r't! in lite Ciz•i! War. 
THE C()'>\IOI'OI.IT\ · :\T \C \Zl ·~o: has 
devoted 28 pag sof the. o\·emher 1111111 
ber to a most interesting and exhaustin~ 
article upon Chicago. Count Jacassy, 
wl10 spent some time on the ground for 
rhat purpose, and IIarry Fenn, ha\·e il -
lustrated the most harming features of 
the city by twenty-eigl1L sketch eo.;. .\n 
arti le upon Alfalfa Farming in this 
number, is by John Brisbcn Walker. 
who, as the rer.,ult of ten ) ears spent in 
the saddle, in direct superintendenc-e of 
his farm Bcrkdq, one of the largest 
.\lfalfa farms in 'olorado gives the 
reader much valuable information in 
regard to the irrigation and 11 ring of 
the wonderful plant which is destined 
to become one of the most valuable pro -
cluch of the L nited .'tatcs. Ceneral 
:-..hcnnan :letter to his daughter written 
from the field during the war, are atn ong 
the most valuable ontributions that has 
yet been made to the literatur · of the 
war. Judge Tourgee furnishes Au 
Outing 'i.4.. 1it/1 lilt Qucut oj .lft arts. 
:\Irs. llenry \\'arcl Beecher Pussell 
. 'a:re, Palmer Co ·, Ella Wheeler \\"ilc o 
and I )r. Tahnage are :unong th · ho t of 
contrilnttor~ who make up the . · ,Hem · 
ber number of T11 1: L \ ''" · If" . 1 1. 
J OUI' .'AL. The numucr is a gem . 
PUBLISHER'S PAGE. 
\Vith the December number Tr-rE 
STUDE Twill complete its first year,and 
the first number of the second volume 
':'ill be enlarged and issued in new 
dress. Those who received the circu-
lar announcement last January will re-
member that we then pro1 osed to pub-
lish a monthly journal of 32 pages, and 
with this intention the subscription price 
was fixed at I. oo a year. A very little 
experience, however, soon convinced 
us that the demands of our subscribers 
and patrons necessitated a much larger 
and more complete publication than we 
at first projected. Hence the January 
issue appeared with 52 pages, and this 
number was afterwards increased to 54 
pages of reading matter every month. 
It is now, therefore, nearly double 
the size first proposed. In view of all 
this and the superior mechanical feat-
ures of THE STUDENT, features that are 
not equalled by any journal of its class, 
we have been obliged to place the sub-
scription price for the second volume 
at $I. 2 5. This slight increase will af-
fect our patrons but little, and will make 
a very great difference to us. 
Hereafter, as heretofore, every ent 
recei ed will be expended on the jour-
nal, so that our patron will feel a ured 
that they are receiving the full worth of 
their money. 
* * * A GREAT OFFER. 
In view of the fact that after Jan. r, 
'9 the ub ription price f THE ru-
DE Twill be ... I. 25, we make thi spec-
ial offer to all ca h ub ·criber · ·endina 
u their ub cri1 tion · before that date : 
To all u h we will end the .~. · ovem-
ber and December number fra, titus 
gi'l'ill<r fourteen llltllll'o·s jt1r $I.OO 
' berea after January r the im·ariable 
pri e will be I. 5 a year. 
* * * Many complaints have been received 
this month, from all parts of the Unit-
ed States, of the non receipt of the Oc-
tober issue. "\Ve beg to say to-all our 
subscribers that THE STUDENT is mail-
ed regularly, about the first of each 
month; and in case it. does not reach 
you by the tenth, inform u and a sec-
ond copy will be sent to you. \Ve take 
the utmost pains with our mailing list, 
but matter of this class, will sometimes 
be miscarried. 
* * * Subscribers changing their address 
should let us know promptly, stating 
both the old and new address plainly. 
Don't put this off, as it is, sometimes, 
the cause of the non-appearance of your 
paper. 
* * * Our proposed new department, con-
sisting of answers to que tions, solu-
tion: of examples, etc., will be begun 
in the December or January number. 
If you want to know the best mean 
ofpre enting any subject in your school, 
where to find information on any ub-
ject, how to an wer any que tion in his-
tory, grammar, arithmetic, etc. what 
books to read or not to read; or wi h 
information whi h we can give n any 
subject likely to be of general intere t, 
write to u and we ' ill rive you all t~1e 
a si tance in our p wer. \Ve want to 
make THE TUDE. --r a friend f your·, 
and a nee · ity to ·ou. 
* * * 
1 ro attention will, hereafter, be paid 
to corre pondent · a ·kino· for informa-
tion unle ~. their communi ation be 
ianed in full. A corre pondent a:kin 
for information by mail, ·hould neYer 
fail t in lo e uffi ient stamp: for re-
turn po tage. 
SEPTEMBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA. 
CoNDUCTED nv 0. P. McAuLEY. 
READI G. 
"Let us draw a lesson from nature, which al-
ways works by short ways. vVhen the fruit is 
ripe, it falls. When the fruit is dispatched, the 
leaf falls. The circuit of the waters is mere fall-
ing." -From Ra!plt f¥a/cfo Emerson's Essays. 
Ask five questions on the above suitable to 
bring out the meaning. 5 points, 10 each. 
All exercises in oral reading to be marked from 
I to so. 
ANSWERS. 
I. What is meant by nature working by short 
ways? 
z. What is the antecedent of which? 
3· Express the meaning of the second sentence 
in your language. 
4· What is meant by the fruit being di patched? 
5- Why is the comparison made between fruit 
and water? 
ARITHMETIC. 
3¥ +S3 - 4T\1 
1. Simplify: ------
3T\·X2}-+--2Yz 
2. Find the value of .oi875 of I cwt. 40 lbs. 
3· A pendulum vibrates 1.375 times a second ; 
how many times will it vibrate in a week? 
4· The wheels of a bicycle are 5 ft. and I Yz ft., 
re pectively in diameter· how far will it have 
traveled when the smaller wheel has made 
8o more revolutions than the larger? (The 
circumference of a circle is 3· I4I6 times the 
diameter.) 
S· At what rate per cent. will 900 become ,. r, 
o68.75 in 3 year 9 months? 
6. A man bought U of an acre of land for 56, 
and then old ~ of an acre at cost ; how 
much did he receive for it? (."oln: by analy-
i · and give the aoaly i. in full.) 
7. Five-eight · of a stock of good was destroyed 
by fire, and ~ l,f the remainder wa damaged 
by water, and the uninjured goods were solei 
at cost for 5,2 o: what was the cost of the 
entire tock of good ? 
8. 'old a village lot for 230, which was 8 per 
cent. le than it cost. Had it l>een sold for 
300 what would have been the gain per 
cent.? 
9· \ hat will it co t to pia ter th e walls and ceil -
ihg of a room 54 ft. long, 35ft. \\ide and r6 
ft. high, at 33 cent per quare yard? 
ANSWER . 




3T\X2!-+--2.Yz H X 152 X ! H· 
2. I cwt. 40 lbs. - 140 lbs. 
.or875 X r4o lb. - 2.625 lb . an . 
3· I wk. contains 7X Z4X 6oX 6o sec. = Go48oo 
sec. 
If in 1 sec. it makes 1.375 vibrations,in 604, 
8oo ·ec. it will make Go4 ooX I-375 vibra-
tions- :83 I 6oo vibrations. ans. 
4· Since th e circumference of the large wheel i · 
SX 3- 14I6 ft., the bicycle will travel that far 
for each of its revolution · ; but for I rev. of 
the lar~e wheel the small one mu t make 
SX3· 1416 
5· 
--- --rev. = 13° rev., 
I Yz Y 3- 14IG 
thus gaining 13° r 1 re\·. Then if to gain 
~rev. the bicyclcmovcss X 3-I4I6orJ5-708 
ft., to gain I re\'. it will travel } of 15 .708 
ft., ur 6. 7"2 ft. and to g-ain 8o rev. it will 
travel 8o)<' 6.732 ft. 538.56 ft. ans. 
1068. 7 s- 9oo <=. 168.75 
Int. for 3~.{ (1.() yr ·. rG8.75 
" '· I yr. / :. of . 168 .75 -45 
~ 9 ~ inl. on 900 for I year at I % 
I " " 900 for I yr. at ~of 1 ~ 1 % 
~ 45 "" 9oo for 1 yr. at 45 / ~ % .I S% 
G. y;; acre cost $56 
I acre cost , of .sG= 64 
Since I acre co. l , G4 
~ acre costs i of G4 zs.Go 
. ·. he received zs.6o. 
7. K of . lock % }1\ of stock not de lroycd by 
fire. 
f. ~>f Ys of stock {'0 of stock, injured by 
water. 
~ of stock - /'u of .- tnck .,.... }0 of stock unin -
jured . },1 of . to<.:k cost 52 o 
}r. " " " ~-3 of 52 'o 
1g " " 20/ 17GO 
8. 100% C()"l. 
100% 8 /r <)2 % 230 
1760 
35200 ans. 
r /r ~ ,1 2 of 230 2., t 2. so 
roo % roo 
J00- . 2~0 
250=- IOO ~f 
2 . 50 250 cost. 
so, gain. 
I :.! ~ ll" of 100 % = ~ P, % 
so so T~ ~~ - zo % 
9· The lcn~th of thc four \\ails i 54 ft .-+ 54- ft. 
- 35ft. -+ 35ft. - 17G ft., anrl, a c; thc heigh t 
is 1G ft., they contain 2 '4-S sq. ft. 1\ · the 
ceiling is 54 ft. )< 35 ft. it contain . I 90 .,1 
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ft. 2848 sq. ft. + r8go sq. ft . =4738 sq. ft. 
or 4 71fq s sq . yds. 
I sq.' yd. costs 33 cts. 
47938 sq. yds. cost
47u38 X 33Cts. :=$ I73·727'3 
GRAMMAR. 
I. The characteristic peculiarity of Pilgrim'sProg· 
ress is that it is the only work of its kiucl 
which possesses a strong human interest. 
Designate each clause and specify its use in th e 
sentence. 
2. 'Vrite a complex sentence whose subordinate 
clause is itself complex. 
3· Make needed corrections and explain each: 
Every one can not keep a coach. 
I merely came to ask you a question. 
If I do not study I will be punished. 
4· Beautiful and salutary as a religious influence 
is the sound of a distant Sabbath bell. 
Give construction of "salutary", "influence" 
and "as." 
S. What parts of speech possess the property of 
comparison? What ones possess person? 
6. Which parts of speech may connect subordi · 
nate clauses to principal ones, but may not 
connect coordinate ones? 
7· Under what circumstances is it proper to omit 
the sign "to" from the infinitive? 
8. Use since as a conjunction, as a preposition 
and as an ad verb in successive sentences. 
Designate each. 
9 Use shall or will in sentences so as to express 
the following ideas: a. A promise in the first 
person. b. Futurity in the third person. c. 
A comrnand in the second person. d. Futu-
rity in the second person. e. A determination 
in the first per on. 
10. Illustrate by sentences the differenC'e between 
a compound sentence and a entence with a 
compound subject. 
A 1 \VERS. 
I. The characteristic peculiarity of Pilgrim'sProg-
ress is that it is the only work of its kind 
which po sesses a strong human interest. The 
first clause is "that it is the only work of it 
kind which pos e e · a stron~ human inter 
est." This is a substanti,·e clause, used in 
the predicate with "i . " The second clau ·e 
is, " 'Which po esses a strong human inter · 
e t." This is a relative clause and belongs to 
''work.'' 
2 . The house which he purchased of the man who 
lives in the city was destroyed by the storm. 
3· Any per ·on cannot keep a coach. "EYery'' 
implies all. 
I came to ask you a question merely. As the 
enlence stands it indicate:' the modifier of 
' I.,' 
If I do not study I hall he puni hed. '·Will" 
denotes necessity, so ·tnted hy grammars. In 
one en e the entcnce i correct as it is. 
"Salutary" is an adjective used in the pred i-
cate and belongs to "sound." "Influence" 
is a noun, the object of the preposition "as." 
S· What parts of speech possess the proper ty Clf 
comparison? Adjectives and adverbs. Wh at 
ones person? Nouns and pronouns, and verbs 
in agreement. 
6. Which parts of speech may connect subordi-
nate clauses to principal ones, bnt mny not 
col)nect coordinate ones? Relative pronouns, 
relative and conjunctive adverbs, and all sub-
rodinate conjunctions. 
7· Under what circumstances i: it proper to omit 
the sign "to" from the infinitiYc? After such 
verbs as bid, dare, make, le t, go, etc. 
8 . Use since as a conjunction, as a preposition 
and as an ad verb in successive sentences. 
Designate each. As a conjunction, "Since 
he is here I will go". As a preposition,'' He 
has been here since that time" . As an arl -
verb, •'I since have learned not to trust him" . 
9· a. I shall go. b. He shall repent it in coming 
years. c. You shall prepare the exerci e. d. 
You will remain for the work of the morrow. 
e. I will go. 
Io. Illustrate by sentences the difference between 
a compound sentence and a sentence with a 
compound subject. "John went to town, but 
Mary went to school." This is a compound 
sentence composed of two distinct members. 
"John and i\lary go to school'', is what is 
called a partial compound sentence. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
r. Contr.1st the arteries and the veins as to struct-
ure. an~l give reasons for the difference. IS· 
2. Draw a diagram of the heart, locating and 
naming its cav1ties and valves. IS· 
3· vVhat two kinds of nerve tissue are there? 
What i the probable function of each? Give 
reasons for your answer. I S. 
4· \Vhy does exercise raise the temperature of the 
body? State fully. Why does clothing? IS . 
S· \Vhat is the best arrangement of light in a 
school room to preYent injury to the eye ?10. 
6. Explain thefoll wing terms: l\1astication, eli · 
ge tion,absorption, ·ecretion assimilation. IS· 
7· \\'here is the eu tachian tube, and what office 
does it perform? Di. tinguish between a eli -
located and a fractured bone. IS. 
A-"S\VERS. 
I. Arteries are thick walled ancl elastic; Veins 
are thin walled and flaccid. Arterial pressure 
is one of the forces of circulation. 
2. The cavitie flf the heart are the ri~ht auricle, 
right ventricle. left auricle and left ventricle. 
l:Ctwcen the first named ca' itie. is the tri -
cuspid 'a! \'e : bet ween the left auricle and 
left ventricle i · the hicu pi<.l vah·e. 'emilu-
nar va!Ye guard the gre:tt at terial trunks 
ari ing from the heart. 
4· "Beautiful and salutary a a religious influence 3· 
i the sound of a di taut 'abbath bell." 
ellul:u nen e tis·ue, cmwey nerve energy. 
Fibruu - nen·e tis ·ue generate nen·e energy. 
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4· It increases oxidation, and the arrest of me-
chanical motion. Clothing retains the he<:t. 
5· Diffused l ight. It should fall upon the work 
n ot upon the eyes of the pupil. 
6. (a) The process of comminuting the food and 
mixing it with saliv,l. (b) The process of 
converting food into solnhle material ready 
for absorption. (c) The process by which 
products of digestion are conveyed into the 
blood . (d) The pl"<)Cess of gbnd activity. 
(e) The process by 11·hich the products of di -
gestion becom e tissue. 
7 · It leads from the ph:unyx to the ll1idclle cn.r. 
It admits air to the latter. 
A fractured bone is broken, a cli;;lucatcd 
bone is displaced. 
GEOCRAl'U\'. 
I. Name the stales of this country thmugh which 
the fortieth degree of north latitncte passes. 
2 . Give the locati on of the Dahama Islands with 
reference to the United States. To IYhat 
country do trese isla nds bel ong? 
3· Bound the newest State of the United States, 
and give its capital. 
4· What are the chief differences between a to1Yn 
and a city? 
5· \Vrite a short account of the country of Chili 
under the heads of loca tion, extent of terri 
tory, productions, and characteristics of the 
inhabitants. 
6. Bound your own county, and draw a map of 
the same shm1 ing the townships . 
7· In what respect may the British I sles be said 
to surpa.;;s uther nations of the world? 
8. \ \"herP. is Calcutta? \\"hat can be said of its 
cnmmen.:ial importance? 
9· Give the location of the Sancl\\'ich Tslands 
\lith reference to San Francisco. Of what 
origin arc these islands supposell to be . 
.\:\'S\\'ER~. 
1. California. Kevacla, Coloraclo, l\1is:ouri, llli-
nois, Indiana, Ohio, P ennsylvan ia, -ew Jer 
sey. 
2. (a) South east of the Cnited ~tales. 
(b) Great Britain. 
3· (a) Dominion ofCanada, ~lonlana. \Y} oming, 
l'tah, Xevacla, Oregon and \V ashington. 
(b) Boise City. 
4· Size and municipal government. 
5· (a) South western part of Smtih America. (b) 
All of the coast strip south of l'eru including 
the islands al(>llg the coast. and the land on 
both sides of the Strait of ~lagellan except a 
small part on the ea. t --;ide. (c) (;uano,nitrc, 
gold, sih·er, copper. \\heat and fruits. (d) 
They arc entcrpri.ing, the majority ate 
\\ hitcs, and sevaal n:uionalitie.-; arc repre -
sented, 
7· Foreign commerce, foreign po:sessions, manu-
facture-. 
8. (a) ?\ear the mouth of the H oogly river an 
ann of the delta. of the Ganges. (b) The 
second commercial city in Ind ia . 
9· (a) In the Pacific Ocean ,south west from San 
Francisco . (b) Volcanic. 
HISTORY. 
I. \Vhat were some of the events in Europe for 
which the ftfteenth century ll"as noted? 
2. Give the number of voy:-~ges made by Colut n-
bus to the new world. 
3 · \ Yhen and where was African slavery first in 
troclucecl into what is nnw the United States? 
4· Cive approximately the time of the founding 
of each of the following-: \':1le ( '<>lkg-e, l'ol 
lege of \\'illiam and J\lary. l'in!:;'s (now L"o 
lu111l>ia) College. Prin ce ton l'ollq~c. 
5· ~~~1te scvcralle~Hiing- facts about Jonat h:Jn J-:d 
wards. 
6. Dcscril>c the f,nmcling of Cenq~ia. 
7- \\'hen and 11 hc recliclthe fir~t Continental C.Hl 
grcss ;n ce t, nnd what were its principal acts? 
S. \\ 'ha t 1rerc the c.1uses of the ll'ar of IS12? 
I. The principal of the eYent:. ll'ere 
1. The Cru~adcs. 
2. The travels of Marco Polo :ltHI others. 
3· The explorations of Prince IIenry of Por-
tug:Jl. 
4· The improvement of the ~1a.riner's Com 
pass. 
5· The invention of Printing. 
6. Th e beginnings of the l'rutest:1nl l'cfor-
mati on. 
2. Four. 
3· Into \ "i rginia in IGIC)-
4· \'al e in 1701. 
William and :\iary in rG92. 
King's in 1754· 
Prince ton in 1746 . 
S· J. J onat han Edward s was horn at East \Vin -
son, Conn. in Oct. 1703. 
2. li e began the study of Latin at G years of 
.1gc. 
3· At the age nf 10 years, he wrote a paper 
ricliculing the idea Clf the materiality of the 
soul. 
4· lie entered \"ale College in 171G. 
5· lie was c•m,·ertcd in 1717, at l\hid1 time 
he says <;ud's e\cc:.:llency, wisdom, purity and 
love were rcvcalerl to him "in the sun,moon, 
and stars, in the cloud-; ancl blue sky, and in 
~he gms-;, 00\~·,ers and trees, in the water and 
tn all nature. 
G. li e wac; sererely persecuted for trying to 
purify the C•>mmuuion services. . 
7. li e is said to he the greatest meta physt · 
cian th~t America. has yet produced. 
:\nte: ~ee S. E. D wight's life of Erlwanls. 
" S. Hopkins' " '' 
" S. ~!iller's 
G. Georgia was. cttlcd in 17331Jy Jas. ( lglethmpe. 
lie received a grant of territory 111 the • ·cw 
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World for the purpose of making a home for 
the poor and oppressed of England. He 
formed an association which was to be gov-
erned by a Board of Trustees ·for 21 years. 
At the end of 21 years they gave up their 
·possessions and was ruled by a governor ap-
pointed by the king, and an assembly chosen 
by the people. 
7· At Philadelphia in Sept. 1774. 
I. A petition to the king. 
2. A declaration of rights. 
3· A non-intercourse agreement. 
4· An appeal to the people of Great Britain. 
5· An address to the people of Canada. 
8. Impressment of American seamen. 
SCIENCE OF EDUCATION. 
(Applicant to answer any seven questions.) 
I. Name some of the leading excellences in the 
Common School system of Indiana. 
2. What means may be used by the school to cul-
tivate the esthetic nature of children? 
3· Some teachers require all answers to questions 
in recitation to be given in complete senten-
ces. Give your estimate of this practice. 
4· In teaching elementary geography to children, 
to what extent may natural objects be studied 
directly? Give examples. 
5· What do you consider the educational value of 
learning definitions in any subject? 
6. What is the nature of the mental activity in-
volved in parsing? 
7· A student in physiology dissects an eye and 
makes a direct and accurate study of the sub-
ject; what forms of mental ac tivity does he 
put forth? 
8. Define the terms: Proof, conviction, demon-
stration. 
9· What is the function of the "Opening Exer-
cises'' in the school? 
10. What is an esthetic judgment? An ethical 
judgment? 
ANSWERS. 
I. Its school-fund is large; it sustains school as 
long as school should be sustained; it is no-
sectarian and not political. 
2. Any means that will make the children ac-
quainted with what is beautiful,-pictures, 
neat buildings, yards, etc. 
3· It is foolish. 
4· To any extent that is practicable. 
5· Great in its proper place. 
6. Generalization chiefly. 
7. Probably all forms. 
8. Proofs are the means of convtct10n; demon-
stration is the presentation of the proofs ; 
conviction is the result of demonstration. 
9· To get the school started in the day's work. 
IO. An aesthetic judgment is a judgment about 
what is or is not beautiful; an ethical about 
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§ have been placed In nearly a mill ion families In the Unltf'd tatcs and the demand for 
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attentlfln wherever they arc being Introduced. 
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The Largest and Best Equipped Normal 
School in the United States. 
--)o(--
~======SCHOOL THE ENTIRE YEAR.~~ 
STUDENTS CAN ENTER AT ANY TIME, SELECT THEIR O' YN STUDIES 
AND ADVANCE AS RAPIDLY AS THEY MAY DE IRE. 
--)o(--
Full Course of Study; The best of Apparatus, and one of the Most Complete 
Libraries. None but thoroughly trained instructors employed. 
--)o(--. 
ExPENSES less than at any other place. In fact no other in titution of learning 
offers anything like equal advantages at such low rates. 
+-CATALOGUE G I V I N G FU LL PA RTICU LARS MA I LED FREE .--+ 
Addn~::; H. D. DROWX, PRJ CIP.\L, 
or 0. P. KI~SEY, .\:-.socu n: J'Rr:-; ~ll'.\1 .. 
